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TTTTKODTJCTiniJ
1. The Purpose of This Study
o shall endeavor (1) to pick out ideas that conbi-acieb ov
soem to contradict other ideas of Jesu3 or about Him, and try
to reconcile them, (2) to try to explain paradoxical state-
ments of Jesus, and (? to correct if rsossible erroneous
impressions tha t prevail concerning Jesus and His teachings.
•por example we find Jesus sayiar*, "Your lather knows what
things you have need of "before .you a3k him," (?Tt. 6.3) "but
He also says, "Ask, rati it shall be *;ivcn you; seek, and yo
shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you," ( f 't.7.7r
A -a •
, wo reac such a statement as "He that finceth hi3 life
shall lose it; an£ he that loseth his life for my wake shall
find it." (Ht.10.39). Finally, the prevalent idea that Jesus
was a
* ran of Sorrows is not true to the TTew Testament picture
of Jesus.
It is not possible in such a treatise to Include all of th
paradoxical elcmeiits in the life and teachings of Jesus. \7o
shall only pick out those that seem to have major importance
for a true understanding of Him and His words. A>r»in, it is
not expected that this treatment will have exhausted all of
the paradoxical M '-orlal which may be found in tho Gospels on
any gif»n subject. Tho aim here is to be comprehensive, yet
£e tailed enough to present the issues fairly. The only claim
rC
'
I
to originality lies in the treatment and arrangement of the
material and not in its exegesis.
2. The Definition of a Paradox
There are threo meanings of a paradox iven in Webater**
Collegiate Dictionary, 1932: (1) a paradox is ''something
apparently absurd or incredible, yet true ; (2) a paradox
is a tenet contrary to received opiniortc"' ; (3) a paradox
is ''a statement actually self-contradictory or false."
We shall concern ourselves here with situations and state-
ments which seemingly are contradictory but really are not.
It la our purpose to show wherein these contradictions do
not exist and that the paradoxical elements are really nor-
mal and natural.
A. J. Jenkinson points out three kinds of paradox that
1
are foimd in the Gospels. The first includes principles
which appealed to the intuition of men and eoulC not be dem-
onstrated. It is truth that shocks men and causes them to
think (e.g. lit. 5.3ff. and 39f.f.). The second group includes
truth which appears paradoxical because it is contrary to
current convention and opinion (e.a*. "!t. 15.10-20; Wc« 10.45;
Lk. 19.1-20), The third <?roup is "the important claas in
which op osite and ftp arently conflicting aspects of truth,
life, and duty are expressed in a form which does not com-
pletely harmonize them." But ho continues, "We believe ttr t
1. "Paradox" in The Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels,
Vol. II, 319.
r4L
the opposition is harmonized in reality, but wo havo as yet
no clear and distinct idea of the reconciliation."
3, The Paradoxical nature of Jesus
Human life is full of inconsistencies , contradictions and
conflicts. T.fen havo within their own minds and treats con-
flicts and contrasts vhieh are in evidence in their livens
and communications, to say nothing of the differences that
exist between individual men. Is it any wonder then that m
find such evidence in Jesus' life?
Bundy suggests that we might the more nat^allj find para-
doxes in Jesus 1 life than in others 1 . "In "csus we see that
pressure of paradox that only truly gppeat personalities era
hear. "2 He seems to intimate that the neater one is, the
greater would he the nturm tuft Drang in his life. Ts it not
a fact that the greater one's zeal "becomes for 9e6 and reality,
the "reater becomes his obligation to impart his discoveries
and to develop a character consonant with them?
Therefore we shall not expect to find consistency in all
Jesus 1 statements and characteristics. He had not worlced out
a carefully constructed plan or program for Hi3 own life m
for society. He workec! out His fundamental attitudes and
left the details to tain care of themselves (e.g. TTt. 4.1-11
and Lk. 4.1-13). "The religious faith of Jesus
is his very own, and because it is so much His own, it is
full of pf^rrdox ano impossible E systematize tion."4
2. Bundy, EEL, 58.
3. Bundy suggests (REL, 19-25) that the temptations toolc place
separately at the times indicated by lark's Gtaspel.
4. ^Iindy, I : v ., G6.
rI
It is not surprising then that we find 30 much in Jesus*
teaching and life thot is paradoxical. Out of TTis faith,
which is so singularly His, it is not strange that there
should have come many instances of apparent contradiction in
His life and teachings. In fact Bundy points out that "the
religious attitudes of Jesus, as is characteristic of profound
5personal piety, arc full of paradox,
4. Our Approach (The Synoptic Method)
However confusing or conflicting the elements in the
records of Jesus available to U3, we shall not be swayed by
any particular fret or set of facts. ;-'e shall ^ive each
opposing; view fair consideration. 'Ihe purpose ultimately is
to arrive at the truest portrait of Jesus that can be deter-
mined in the li^ht of the variety of material within the
limitations of this study.
Our approach will be what is known, in Philosophy, as the
synoptic method. To quote Dr, Brightman, "The term synopsi s
v/as used by Plato to mean the seeing of anything all together
in one view." This is our aim in viewing the various ele-
ments to be considered in the life and teachings of Jesus.
'q shall attempt to hold these puzzling elements up to the
total picture of Jesus and thus draw our conclusions. In
this way we hope, as has been pointed out in the Purpose, to
correct some erroneous attitudes toward Jesus and His terch-
inr;s. V.'e believe ;^lso that our treatment will indicate the
limitations of 'he views of so-called "proof- texters"
5. Bundy, RI5L, 148.
6. Brightman, I TP, 27.
r• I
in a general way anc. especially in those matters which shall
"be discussed "below.
Tt is our hope to show that Jesus was a man who was cap-
able of normal experiences and responses. However, so near
to Ood ras He, that His thinking and living were purged of
much that is chaff in even a "good" man. Put in many
respects the intimacy with Bod ^ave Him an intensity and sen-
sitivity that is greatly beyond the average man. However,
Jesus was a man who walked and talked amon^ men. TTe had the
same kinc-s of emotion, the same types of sensation, anc the
capacity for needs antf desires even as other men.
By the use of the synoptic method, we hope to present
views of Jesus that will have the proper balance. "Pehind
the discussions of separate phases of Hie life or teachings
shall always loom His whole life and spirit.
rr
Paradox I . LOVER OF THiC OLD AUTHORITY FOR THE NEW
One of the respects in which mon have commonly taken sides
is the matter of Jo .-us 1 attitude toward the Jewish reli gion,
as represented by tradition. *en have felt that either Jesus
found something worthwhile in the religion of His people or
He did not. And they have invariably chosen to believe that
He did not. They have taken Jesus' own words on the subject,
spoken at various times, to mean that He was antagonistic
toward Judaism and all it stood for.
Gore points out that Jesus' teaching concerning citizens
of the Kingdom of God was "so surprising, so paradoxical,
that it was inevitable the question should arise, " ras TTo a
revolutionary who had come to upset and destroy all the old
law— was this B re olutionary movement in the moral an d
religious world?"*" Pharisaism answered this in the affirma-
tive and even Christians since have seemed to accept this
view. However, as we hope to show it is not necessary to ac-
cept either point of view to the exclusion of the other. ITot
that we would compromise, but the facts seer-, to warrant accept-
ance of the reverence which Jesus held for the religion of His
people and the sincerity with which He transcended its expres-
sion, Bundy indicates such a view when ho says, "For both the
old and the now he sets the to3t of validation in his own re-
ligious experience ; both must verify themselves for him
2
personally."
1, Gore, SM, 54.
2. Bundy, RSI, 58.
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1. Jesus and the Religious Literature of Israel
An examination of the words of Jesus in the Sospels ro-
veals that He was a thorough anc ardent student of the reli-
gious literature of His people. He loved the books of His
people; He lived in them; He learned them; He understood
them. In fact it is believed by some that -Jesus was r.o depen-
dent upon the Jewish religion that He made no new contribu-
tion. Scott indicates this v/hen he says, "There can no longer
be any doubt that he was content often to borrow his thought,
and even his knowledge ; and on this .^ounci it has been
argued that he was in no sense an originator but only a re-
viser and adapter. All that he did v;as to trice over what M
best in existing morality anr present it in simpler an 6 more
attractive form." Although we do not yield to this position,
the ^reat use of the Jewish literature by Jesus must be ac-
knowledged. Professor Wernle says that "one could compile a
brief Biblical history from the words of Jesus alone."
The following table suggests the possible extent to which
that statement is true. Here are listed the number of refer-
ences or quotations from the Old Testament as found in ^atthew,
"ark and Luke. The extra-r>anonical books referred to are nleo
listed.
Kit. ' -k
.
T
't. Wc. Lk
Genesis a 4 1 Isaiah 8 6 8
„xodus 12 4 7 Jeremiah 1 1 1
Leviticus 6 1 1 Daniel 6 6 6
"umbers 1 Hose a 2 1
Deuteronomy 15 5 6 Joel 1 1 1
Psal ms 10 5 4 TTicah 1
Proverbs 2 Zechariah 1 1 1
cclesiastes 1 1 1 : 'alachi 1
3. Scott, ET, 13.
4. Bundy, EEL, 14.
r
Totals: Kfc« - 70; Mc« « 39; T;k. - 35; Grand Total - 144.
Extrn-cano lical "books: I and II Esdras, '_obit, Judith,
Remainder of "other, Wisdom of Solomon, -:cclesiasticus,
Baruch, Song of ITol; Children, History of Susanna, Bel and
the Draron, Prayer of "annassess, and I and II Maccabees.
T*ot only are many books of the Old Testament included in
this list, but, as Bundy says about Jesus' references to Scrip-
ture, they cover a "surprJLsinrly wide ran^e," striking "three-
5
fourths of the 03J Testament writings*" Jesus did not use
this literature for the purpose of satisfying TTis own beliefs
or making them conform or support His arguments. He was no
"proof- texter." He 6 id not use them like they were used by
followers of His later, Even some of the TTew Testament writers
did so. Jesus' "method of approach to the religious literature
of his people is as simple as it is sincere, "here is no
elabornte exo-esis, no forced interpretations, no wearisome
warpings, no painful pressing of passages until they yield the
desired meaning, no subtle straining of the sense of the text.
Jesus did not read his own thoughts into the Old Testament
and then rend them out again."
Jesus re rid the religious writings of TTis people because
they furnished lirht and strength for religious living. It
was primarily for devotional purposes that TTe used them.
Probably this accounts for the fact that He seemed to r-r^sp
the central religious truths and significance of the writings
?iuch more clearly than did the scholars and teachers of TTis
day. It is not enough to study Scriptures. If one would find
them nourishment for his soul he must expose his soul to them.
5. Bundy, REL, 15.
6. Ibid.

It would seem from the Gospel records as if Jesu3 did this.
"The Old Testament flayed a prominent role in the reli-
gious experiences of Jesus; it is always an authoritative
7
element in T!is religious consciousness." Thus we find Him
referring to the Scriptures when His soul is ttTttggllilg with
some f*reat problem, ' ,rhen He must decide -re at issues He
seeks the will of God concerning them, His mind produces the
heart of the religious truths and messages in which it had
bnthed. This seera3 especially true of the two Freat crises
in His life— His experience in the wilderness and His ex-
perience on the cross.
The three answers to the temptations Jesus faced in the
ilderness were uotations from the Old Testament. A.™ in in
that most intense and trying of all His experiences, on Cal-
vary^ Jesus uttered two statements from Scripture. 'For Jesus
the Old Testament was a source of relifious triumph in the
q
severest struggles of soul."
Scott presents the idea thpt Jesus was even more inc cited
to later Jewish thought than to the Old Testament. "For
nearly every one of *he Gospel sayihgs an analogy has been
discovered, sometimes fanciful, sometimes almost verbally
9
exact, in the Rabbinical literature." -'s liter- ture it is
not comparable, but it reveals a niftier morality than the
Old Testament. His form o^ teaching reflects such influence
too. Many of the rabbis used parables in their teaching in
the
Jesus' day. "In the substance as well as in Aform of wis
7. Pundy, EEL, 13.
8. IbiC, 80.
9. Scott, :T, 16.
e
torching, he "bor 3 owed from the 'rbbis, perhaps to l far
10
creator extent than we shall over lenow."
2. Jesus' "Courage to Reject"
Because Jesus regarded TTis religious literature so highly
does not mean that He was indiscriminate with regard to it.
As we have suggested above, Jesus was helped by the religious
litera ire of His nation, and devoted to it, but Ho was not
limited by it. "Over against His devout dependence there
stands His sovereign personal freedom, a freedom that has the
courage to reject as well as the loyalty to reproduce certain
11
elements of its pioty," says Bundy. Jesus read Tis Old
Testament critically. Hot that He might find some flaws in
it, something debatable, but because He was searching for
the highest revelations of truth they had for Him. He did
not criticize from a point of view of history or literature
but from the point of view of religious experience.
''or example, Jesus detected such incidents and attitudes
toward Jewish tradition and law as expressed by "Havid, when
he ate the shewbread, which was for religious purposes only
(Ht. 12.4; T Sam. 21.6), He rerlized also that the religious
leaders were meticulous about their food but not always so
concerned about men 1 3 hearts and minds (Mt. 15.1-20; ?Hc.7 .1-2? )
.
Again, He sensed that the Sabbath was kept only to the letter
of the Law while its spirit was violated, "ven the letter,
however was stretched to suit convenience. Jesus felt the
>.Scott, BT
a
17.
11. Bundy, R£L, 28.
it
11
Sabbath should be an aid to men in religious living. Hence
it should be used in any way that would help men to do God's
will (Mt. 12.5-8; Ilk. 2.27-3; Lk. 6.5).
W Howe- tr, Tosus had no particular difficulty with the Old
Testament Law, but with the tradition, Jne Law had been
interpreted by different religious loac.ers until each of the
original la- a had become the basis for innumerable specific
applications of it, One could hardly learn them all, to Bay
nothing of trying to "keep them. I fc vas this tradition that
Jesus opposed. As Scott puts it, Jesus enforced "scripture
as against tradition, " but "what he rejected was not, in tte
last resort, the tradition, but the legal principle which
1
8
made the tradition necessary." " TTe '-as interested in the
attitudes of men, knowing that if they were right, the details
of conduct v;o:ld be automatically adjusted.
"hereas all Jewish Lawjhal been regarded as of the s°me
importance, Jesus distinguished between them ( TTt . 215.2?).
He recognized the decalogue as beinr basic and solely bindin
( t. 19.17). In this emphasis He was giving precedence to
the moral elements in the Lav/. It was the non-moral elements
which He felt were over-emphasized, such as the ceremonial
regulations. In a conflict between the Sabbath law and the
lav/ of mercy, for example, the former must be sacrificed
^ ^ ( Be, 3.2f., Kt,
12.10f.).
Jesus even reduced the laws of the decalogue to two. But
I
these v/ere not new to Israel. The Rabbinical schools had
12. Scott, ET, 32.

12
noted theoo comma ads (Deut. 6.15; Lev. 12.13), "but Jesus 1MM
4 ho first to recognize their relative importance and He made
them the chief commands of all (Ht. 22. 37-40), He recog-
nized their all-inelusiveness • "It over occured t,o any
Kabbi to challenge the necessity of the thousand and other
requirements because they could be tplt—lied in two, Jesus
boldly took: the view that since the r ;aw MM comprised in
15these primary injunctions all the: rest might be left aside.
Thus we come to see how Jesus had the "courage to reject"
many of the loose interpretations in the tradition and empha-
sized the original laws of the prophets. He matfe the com-
mands simple enough for anyone to remember and yet binding
eno-igh to demand high moral and spiritual living. While He
opposed tradition, He never opposed the laws of the fathers.
In fact He advised rev renee to the requirements of "those
that sit in ? Toses f 3eat." [Bt« 23.2,3). As Scott points
out, He was "unconscious of any quarrel with the Em*," but
"the fulfillment which He gfcft to the Law involved in the
1^
Ion? run its dissolution." This leac?s us to our next
consi-v erat ion.
IS, Ccott, If, 34
14. Ibid., 32.
r
3. Jesus, nilfiller of the Law
In ?!atthew 5.17-48 wo find Jesus' answer to the question
of the relntionship "between the new righteousness and the
old i h Loousnass of the •osmlfj T .aw. p ore presents it as a
two-fold relationship: it is "in direct continuity with
what had -"one "before (v. 17-19) and it supersedes it, as
the complete supersedes the Incomplete This ho c^lls
the "divine principle of action": Hod views institutions or
persons, not by what they are, but by whnt they tcre becoming.
"Everything that is moving in the ri?ht direction is destined
in the divine providence to reach its fulfillment."
Jesus certainly felt himself to be a fulfiller of the Law,
if St spoke the words recorded in IMatthew 5.17-13 as follows:
Think not that I came to destroy the law or the prophets
I came not to costroy, but to fulfil. For verily T say
unto you, Till heaven and earth pa33 pway, one jot or
one tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law,
till all things be accomplished.
Streetor believes : Tatthew received thi3 section from the
Jerusalem Church and that it i3 not an actual quotation from
16
Jesus. Like other passages in Tfetthew, this beers the
marks of editorship. However Jesus may well have calci such
words at a time when His attitude toward the taw was called
into question. Or it may be that we precipitated 3uch criti-
cism and met it before presenting the new morality which
Matthew presents in chapter five. "In the 016 Testament an
ideal ic projected into the future by inspired men, and in
3 7Christ and His kingdom it is realizes .
"
15. Sore, ST.I, 55.
16. Davi03, ABC, 955a.
17. "-ore, SM, 55.
4-
14
We shall see how this fulfillment takes place in the several
instances mentioned in the Ck>spel of Matthew.
Jesus dared to contrast His idea of the Kingdom with tho
B^ 1 Law of i.Toses. It was a venture which we are at a loss to
parallel in modern life. ror Jesus "the principle of love
IPis superior to any code. 1 ' Jesus was more concerned about
the attitude than He was about the particular act in question.
Regarding murder: Jesus says (lit. 5.21-5) that anger and
contempt are to be avoided just as much as the condemnation
of the Law for the taking of life. Under the old Lav; murder
was sin; under the new Law one should feel that hate and
malice are just as sinful.
Regarding* adultery: the Law again condemns an act, but
Jesus condemns the lustful deaire or intention as being just
as sinful. (5.27-30; sec also 8&, 20.14)
Regarding divorce: 5.31,32. (Dt.24.1-4) Jesus is making
a plea here for less selfishness, more enduring patience and
more respect for the personality of the wife in question.
He allows only the extreme reason for divorce, whereas the
% Jewish Law was lax in this regard.
Regarding oaths: Jesus enjoins men to tell the truth,
he Law seemod to imply that they need not do so except when
under oath. Jesus condemns hair-splitting distinctions which
£ were only evasions of their oaths. (5.33-37; see also
•t. 23.16-20; Lev. 19.12; 'urn. 30. 2).
18. Burton and ITathews, LC , 102
i
15
Rorardln.°: revenue: there pre two types of teaching in
the Old Testament: that v/hich allows retaliation (Bx« PI. 23-5;
Dt. 19.18-21; S3. 5,6; 25.17-19) and that i -.hi oh forbids it
(i)x. 25. 4 ,5; Lev. 19.17,13,33-35). The former is an improve-
ment over sava,p;ery and the latter is an improvement over the
former; however, "the Lore requires not moderation in reven-e,
19but complete self-effacement." Jesus is hal&lng up a higher
ideal than they have ever heard; He bids then overcome evil
with ^°od. As E. Stanley Jones put it, "The Jewish law
limited revonge; Jesus abolished it. nf?0 (l Tt. 5.30-42)
Bfgfcar&iag noir*hbora and enemies: the Old Testament com-
mands love to neighbors but permits hatred of enemies
(Prov. 15.1; 20.22; 24.28,29; Ps.109. See also passages in
re rovoive ) . Jesus says, "Love your enemies, and pray for thorn
that persecute you." (5.^3-47)
In His injunction that mon shall be perfect as 0-od is per-
fect (5.48) Jesus transcends by far the 0X6 Testament concep-
tions of G-od's love. He conceives of Sod as laving all,
repentant and unrepentant sinners (7.12 and Lk« 6.36).
Thus wc see in each instance ho*:.' Jesus fulfilled the °ld
Testament Law. Tie represented the ideal tov/a rd which the
prophets had boon moving but Tie transcended their highest
visions. Whfi oas they had -aid, "Thus saith the Lord," Jesus
spoke with supreme authority, "Ye have heard that it was said
to them of ol3 time..... but I say unto you." frof hr.d spoken
in the "osaic Lav; tot here Jesus saaiBfl to be assuming this
19. (lore, S T
,
86.
20. Jones, CI 1 , 171.

authority for Himself. "The Law was impotent and meaningless
unless it could somehow transform itself into an inward law,
capable of controlling those impulses out of which came the
on
issues of life."" Let us look into this mat tor of Jesus and
His conviction of having authority,
4. Jesus, Authority for the TTew
Mt. 7.28b-29: "the multitudes were astonished at T!i3
teaching: for He taught as one having authority, and
not as tho scribe; s."
Marie 1.?°: "And they wore astonirshod at his teaching:
for He taught them as having authority, anc! not as
the scribe 3."
Luke 4.32: "an3 they were astonished at His teaching;
for His word was with authority."
These records state clearly that the people recognized
the authoritntiveness in Jesus 1 teaching. Their amazement
came from His manner of spoakin- as well as from His message.
They were not used to such teaching; no wonder they wore
astonished! The Rabbinical teachers always quoted some ^reat
Rabbi or Decree of the Sanhedrin. But not so, Jesus. He
spoke from conviction. This fact .^ave Him more influence just
in the matter of speaking, ^ven we prefer to listen to some-
one who speaks with a deep sense of convi cation.
Perhaps there was another contributing cause to their
astonishment. Perhaps they were somewhat surprised at His
audacity, for i^dersheim points out that "authoritative teach-
in.r* required previous authorization. "^ This Jesus did not
21. Scott, ZT, 36.
22. Jdershoim, LTJ, Vol. IT, 381.

have for Ho had never attended Pabbinical schools. He had
never been ^ranted any special teaching privileges. 'Hie
authorities would probably never have bothered Him ""or just
preaching and teaching but "authoritatively to teach,
required other warrant, 1 ' says Kdersheim. Thus it is not sur-
prising that they demanded to know who had ::iven TTim authority
to teach as He did (Mt. 21.25; IDc.11.28; Lk.20.2). Jesus
carefully dodged their nuostion and we have no other occasions
for Jesus teaching about the source of His authoritative power,
o must see it in His life as recorded in the C-ospels.
As we have already seen, Jesus tested the Old '-To 3talent
and other religious literature by His own religiousness.
.Anything that aided Him in understanding G-od was v/elcomed
oa~erly, while tracition and lav/, as such, held no interest
for Him. Everythine had to aid in the development of a God-
like life. Ho had no time for unimportant things • He dealt
only with first-magnitude considerations. Thus it was that
traditional authority was not sufficient for Trim. He wanted
better authority. It is not surprising, therefore, t>iat
"above all tradition he sets the authority of personal
reli .ious experience •
"
Jesus taught with such authoritative power because every-
thing He said had been tested in the fires of iris own religious
consciousness. He did not say He thought thus and so, or that
someone else thought this or that; Ho only taught that which
He knew. He had experienced it all. Small wonder that He
23. Bundy, EEL, 287.

gripped His hearers in the; spell of His religious fervor
I
Ho appealed directly to their own sense of truth and right.
This was livir /:, throbbing, vital straff He presented to them.
He was dealing vith. ilod and TTis children. ' 'o co- Id expect
straight
nothing else but that "He spoke Afron the heart to the heart,
appealing for confirmation noletLy to truth end conscience ,--
?4
the inner witness of the Spirit. r Even the officers, sent
to arrest Tri*n, were over—awed by His toachinr. They hen to
return to the chief priests and Pharisees enpty-han&ed and
^ave as their B1IM8 for doing so: "''ever nan so spaVo."
(John 7.46) V/hat a testimony to the authority of Jesus I
We have called Jeane the Authority for the Hew« In what
then did lie brinf so^ethinr new? e could do no better than
to conclufle with "Dcissmrnn's statement:
I woulc" say that the originality of Jesus lies in T ris
whole personality, in the peculiar energy of His ex-
perience of the living Got? . It is not T"is conceptions
that are original, but His power; not ^Iq formulae,
but His confessions; not TTis &0glg < but TTis frith;
not His system, but His personality, ihe originality
of Jesus lies in the comprehensive uniqueness of Kis
iniier life; the new, the epoch-making thin', is 'inself
.
24. Farrar, EK, 107.
25. Quoted by Kirby Pa^o, ?J, 169.
•I
Paradox II. KiB OF SORROWS
—
IEiRALD OF JOY
1. A False Conception
What a paradox! Jesus, whom the artists have repro sentod
for centuries as "the man of sorrows"-- He, a herald of ^oy?
Were the artists wrong? Or the poets? For they certainly
have depicted Him as "acquainted with grief." "There are
many portraits of Jesus, but very few in which He is smilin-.
Of course, even Jesus had His times of joy and rejoicing,
"but most of the pictures of Him have a sorrowful expression.'
Look through the art galleries and through the hymnals.
Little is there to show Jesus, a herald of Joy. But "surely
he hath bcrne our griefs, and carried our sorrows?" (Tsn.53.4)
Yes, and thus we have regarded Wim ever since— a sad, care-
worn fragment of a man, towed down by the cares and. sins of
the world.
To be sure Scripture tells us that Jesus did experience
sorrow; that He felt it deeply. He is oven quoted as saying
"My soul is exceeding sorrowful even \mto death," and "How is
my soul troubled; and what shall I say?" ( ?.Tk:. 14. 34; Jn. 12. 27|i
These are true reflections, if not accurate records of Jesus'
experience. Again, He is said to have wept upon hearing of
the death of Lazarus. Did He have less reason than we, for
mourning the loss of a friend? Again, we find the story of
Him weeping over Jerusalem, and little later, His agony in
the Garden. (Lk. 19.41; it. 26.36-46; J.Tk. 14.32-42; Lk. 22. 39 -46)
1. Kagawa, KJ, 67.

Certainly there? is evidence that Jesus experienced Borrow,
But Jesus was 2101 predominantly sad although He was full
of grief at times, The artists and poet3 were not mistaken.
Put the:; only saw one side of Himi Here i3 the paradox! Joy
and sorrow are not alien emotions, ^hey both come from the
same capacity for feel.in-;. "The place where ,;*reat storms
arise is the place whore groat calms fall, ihe same capacity
8
is re quire 6 by both."
Merrifielfl recognizes this capacity in Jesus when He 3ays,
"His nature ran the gamut of human emotions, from heart-
"breaking agony to the heights of purest joy." 'Vo have been
too absorbed in the opinion that Jesus vmu a Man of Sorrows
and have missed His message of good cheer. It is predominant
in His living, preaching and teaching.
"Wo spoke of the 'Man of Sorrows'," says Matheson, "Yet
I think the deepest note in the soul of Jesus v/as not sorrow,
bt*t joy what He missed in the human was just the presence
of .joy. Nature nn£c Him glad; man made Him grave."^ It was
to r rins *he "good news" that Jesus "cane preaching. 8 He came
as the Herald of Joy to "preach £lad tidings to the poor, to
heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives,
and recovery of eight to the blind, to sot at liberty them
that are bruised." (Isaiah 61.1 J
2. Fosdick, mi, 17.
3. Me rri field, RJ, 107.
4. Matheson, SPJ, Vol. II, 275
•
2. Jesus Answers Accusations
The first evidence that Jesus was a joyful nan, we find
in the accusations of His enemies. Only twice did He take
5
pains to .justify His conduct. On "both of these occasions
He was explaining why He and His companions were so joyful.
The first occasion came when Hs was asked why He auc His
Disciples did not fast. (Mk. 2.18,13) It was the custom of
the Pharisees to fast every Monday and Thursday as regularly
as they ate at other times. Jesus answered the question by
using hap:>y flgor* of speech. He said, why should we fast;
we are as happy as a bridal party- This had a more striking
connotation to His hearers than it does to us. A bridal
party, among the people of Israel, is exempt from fasting.
John, the Baptlzor, is recorded as usin£ the bridal r)arty,
also as a figure of speech, to denote joy and happiness.
(John 3.29) 'This substantiates Jesus 1 U3e of it and indicates
the popular attitude loward the joyous occasion. Therefore
Je3us tjays He and His followers have no need or desire for
fasting* "And Jesus said unto them, Can the sons of the
bridechamber fast, while the brie'e^room is with
themi As lour as they have the briflffgrooa with
them, they cannot fast." Mark 2.19.
The second accusation was: "This man receive th sinners
and eatoth with them." (Lie. 15.2)' Jesus says there is no
-renter joy in the world than that of rescuing men from
5. Fosdiolc, MM, 13.
6.
~
Tontof?ori believes "the substance of the story may be
historical." The words of Jesus "may bo the substance
of what he said, but not its form." Vol. T, 5B,9.
7. Not the same incident as that recorded in :.!t. 9.9S13;
Mk. 2.16,17; Lk. 5.27-32.
*
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purposeless, lonely, wasted living and helping thera to
new, happy, abundant life. His happiness may, be compared
to that of a shepherd who found a sheep that had strayed
from the flock, or that of a woman who found a coin that
had become lost in the house. Again, lie said, such happiness
is like thst of a father, whose wayward son has returned
home. This kind of work, He says, makes the angels sing*
iimall wonder then that Jesus and His uisciples were
happy! ..hat a pity that His enemies would not 3hare in the
Joy which He 30 gladly imported to His follower?.
3» Testimony of His Life.
There are other records of Jesus* life which indicate
that He was a Joyful man. He found Joy in living as a Son
of God, whom He had learned to know as a loving Father.
Hear 31a* "These things^ pertaining to the love of the
father and oonj have I spfc'cen unto you, thnt my Joy may
be in you, and that your Joy may be made full. 1 ' Jn.l5»llJ»
Listen s rte prays: "But now I come to thee; and these things
i speak in the world, that they may have my Joy made full
in themselves." Jn.l7.13J« Could such expressions, or rather,
could such assertions come from the lips of any, but a
Joyful man?
Further, we are told in John(2.1,2) that Jesus and His
Disciples were invited to a wedding. «ie have indications
that the weddings there were Joyous occasions. And one
dosen't invite people to such a wedding who sit around with

gloomy expr BeiOtta on 'heir faces. ?he host probably loiew
there won! A be some fftn at the party If Jesus was there.
Yes, Si was a welcome goast. The wedding recorded in John
5.s probably not the only one- to which Jesus was invited. The
number of tines that we find TTin speakinr of weddings, brides
and nil that went with then, would seen to indicate that He
was well p oo.ua Intefi with the woddinys of His (fey.
Notice also the phrase, which Jesus used several times,
"Be of ynoS ehn-r." m-,. 9.2; 14.^7 C 6.50} ; Jn. 16.35.
7rictnre the "kind of a man who ^oes around saying, "Cheer up.' ?
Does he wear a Ion** face? Does life ccom to be crushing him?
Of course not I Jesus was the 7:ind of person who v/ent a round
cheering the s*d, the lonely, and the auffaring. Throughout
Jesus' toachi n-r we find Will keynote of Joy, The kingdom of
Heaven, T ie s^rys, is 11368 r-;ome treasure that waa hid in a
field, and when it was ^ound the finder ^so'Ld all that he hat?
to buy that ^iold, "for the ley thereof," [nt. 13.44)
In Mark (4.16: also H%, 13.20 and T&.O.ir) Tie npcafcs of
those who hear the "good news" and "nt n'. h «-,wny receive i fc
with joy." In the parable o-f the talent'.: (? Tt. 25 .21-Z)
Jesus nays to those who were faithful , ""Snter thou into the
Joy of thy T.ortf." Again, He tolls then to "rejoice that
your names are written in heaven." (L3c. 1C.20)
Certainly Jesur, was interested in bringing happiness into
the lives of ?Tis hearers— the happiness which He Himself
experienced. How el re could He hevc brought it to them?
•
T
Tow could He have said, "And ye now therefore have sorrow;
but I will sen you again, and your heart shall rejoice, m d
your joy no one taketh away from you." (Jn. 16. 22) He Him-
self must have known such joy to be able to say, "ask, and
ye shall receive, that your joy may be made full." (Jn.16.24b)
But not only does Jesus refer to joy, He claims to have it
and intended His followers to have it: "These things have
I spoken unto you, that my Joy may be in you, and that your
joy may be made full." (Jn. 15.11)
Jesus expected them to be joyful even after He was no
longer with them, and in spite of great causes for sorrow:
"Blessed are ye that weep now: for ye shall laugh.
Blessed arc ye, when men shall hate you, and when
they shall separate you from their company, and re-
proach you, and cast out your name as evTl, for the
Son of man's sake. Rejoice in that day, and leap
for joy : for behold, your reward is great in heaven;
for in the same manner aid thoir fathers unto the
prophets." Lk. 6.21b-23 (Ht. 5.11,12)
How well they proved His words is a matter of history.
4. Testimony of His Followers
In Acts (2.46) we learn that the followers continued
daily and steadfastly "with one accord in the temple, and
breaking broad at home, they took thoir food with gladness
and singleness of heart." Again, we seo the Disciples beaten
for speaking in the name of Jesus. "And they departod from
the presence of the council, rejoicing that they were
counted worthy to suffer shame for his name." 'Acts 5.41)
Look: into the prison at Philippi. Paul anc? Silas

are there. It is midnight, "but they • e pr icing and .^ins-
ins praises unto God (A .16 .25) • °r read what Paul s ys
in the letter he rote while in the prison at Rome: "Rejoice
in the Lord always: again I will say, Rejoice
.
w
( Philippians
4.4) .
There is no doubt about it; the followers of Jes s
experienced a Joy that transcended all external experiences.
They found a quality of life in Jesus which Insisted on
enjoying life to the full* Through them we are led to believe
in the Joyfullnesa of J esus. They experienced such Joy even
after ne had left them. Lecause it was born out in their
lives the New Testament is the most joyful book in the
world when it might have been the most sorrowful. Dr.iT o8dick
says,"There is enough trage y in the Kew Testament to make
it the saddest book in the world, and i stead it is the
Joyfulle3t. n^ He points out that it begins with the Joy
of Jesus' birth and ends In the multitude ringing tfallilujah
Choruses
8. Fosdick, MM, 19.

Paradox III. THE MASTER'S MATHEMATICS
One cannot read lon~ in tho teachings of Jesus before he
comes upon some strange sentences. At tho outset it was in-
dicated that we v/ould attempt to explain some of these
statements. Four of them in particular have forced them-
selves into prominence by their uniqueness and recurrence.
They are associated with each other in that they belong to
the same category, which, for want of a better term, we have
chosen to call, "TInthematics The reason for the selection
of this term, we believe, becomes more apparent in the pas-
sages, for they surest strange reductions and increases,
which Jesus seems to have discovered in the laws of life.
Important among Jesus 1 principles for living are service
''nd sacrifice. In fact they are basic in His philosophy of
life. It is not surprising therefore that we find recurring
throu^h-out His teaching statements or principles which treat
of service and sacrifice. But these "keywords of Christian
living are more than mere slogans and catch-words, pious
preachments and lofty ideals: they are to be actual, unre-
mittingly basal practices in our human life whether on a
1
minor or on a major scale."
1. Finding by losing
The foremost of the prominent paradoxes uttered by Jesus
is the well-known statement: "For whosoever would save his
life shall lose it; and v/hosever shall lose his life
for my sake and the gospel's shall save it." T3k. 8.35
1. Bundy, RKL, 246.
I
With very little change this statement occurs in five other
places in the Gospels: Mt. 10.259; 16.25; Lie. 9.24; 17.35
and John 12.25.
; obinson points out that the Greek wore for "life" meens
personality or soul, comin • from the Jewish word for "self,"
2
as used in the Old Testament. "Lose," he says was usee! in
the sense of "lost" sheep, coin and son in Luke, chapter 15.
onte tiore says thf-it the -'ord for "lose" should "be better
translated "destroy" or "sacrifice" in the second clause.
He also points out that the Creole indicates that one would
"find" (which in ?!?tthew 10,39 replaces "save") "lower sensu-
ous life" la the first sense, but "higher spiritual life" in
the second. The former indicating a temporary quality, aid
the latter suggesting eternity. From these suggestions per-
haps we could render some such an interpretation as:
He who seeks his own life will lose his soul, bu: he
who will sacrifice his life for me and the gospel
will savo his soul,
i^dersheim sugests that "the meaning of the expression,
les ing and finding one's life, appears more markedly by
attending to the tenses in the text: 'He that found his life
shall lose it, and he that lost his life for My snke shall
find it.'"^ This indicates how personal a matter Jesus made
it. He undoubtedly meant this for His hearers, for it is
preceded by the statement, "If any man would come after me
let him deny himself, and take un his cojrss and follow me."
(Mk.8.34)
2. Robinson, ST, 148.
3. Montefiore, SG, Vol. II, 154.
4. Edersheim, LTS, Vol. I, 651.

Some had already done it and Josua was assuring them that
they wouldn't be the losers. On the other hand He was warn-
ing those who sought "life" of the consequences of their
quest, Allen points out that the cross in this passage "need
5
mean no more than violent death, "*" Crucifixion had "become
typical of violent death, {Edersheim supports this view
7
also, ) But Jesus seoms to be asking for a loyalty cvon unto
death, if it be necessary. Ke doesn't want half measures.
He bids for a man's utter abandonment to His cause. Gardner-
says, "Christian experience, then, it would seem is the liv-
ing of one's self to a painful personal death, a solf-imno-
g
lation." Ifetheson puts it this way: "True sacrifice must
gbe unconscious of itself; must deny its own existence."
The idea of the investment of one's soul is at the very
center of Jesus' philosophy of life. It is not surprising
that it is so often quoted by the Gospel writers, Jesus
probably repeated it many times. "The best-attested saying
of Jesus comes very close to the heart of His religion
—
'Anyone who comes to preserve his own life will lose his s ul;
but any^one who loses himself in the cause of the gospel will
find himself'."10 "This is the great pa raff,ox of the Kingdom
of God— i paradox which has its symbol an analogon in nature,
and which has almost become the lav/ of progress of history:
that life which has not sprung of death abide th alone, and is
really death, and that death is life."
11
In the Gospel of
John we find a statement in which Jesus reveals that He has
5. Allen, MT t 182.
6. Allen, LIT, 116.
7. Edersheim, LTJ, I , 651.
8. Gardner, JSP, 160,
9. Matheson, S?J, II, 47.
10. 1-obinson, SJ, 148.
11. Edersheim, Lff«Ta II, 391.

discovered in nature laws thrt operate in the spiritual
realm also: (12.24,25.)
Verily, verily I say unto you, except a -rain of
wheat fall into the earth and die, it abide th by
itself alone; but if it die, it beareth much
fruit. He that loveth his life loseth it: but
he that hateth his life in this world shall keep
it unto life eternal.
It was this law which revealed to Jesus that His path
lay along the way of the "righteous servant," ( Isa.53 ,11,12
)
who "poured out hi 3 soul unto death," and the way of the
prophets who ha. also ^ivon their lives in such a way (see
Tt. 23.37; Lie. 13.:':}. In this connection Case says,
"History had shown that they (the prophets) must be prepared
to meet rejection and defeat, even persecution and c oath,
without losing confidence in the sanctity of their mission."
It was Jesus' obedience to the law of life issuing from
death that made it possible for Him to s^y "I lay down my
life for the sheep," and "I have power to lay it down, ane
I have power to take it a^ain." (John 10.15,18.)
Obviously this does not mean that life was merely a mar-
tyrdom. It was not a principle of death but of life. It
was a principle by which one f s life was directed toward a
£oal regardless of the difflevities that lay before it.
It was in such a loyalty that power for ^reat living was se-
cured. "To Jesus tho life that lost itself in other lives,
in devotion to the Kingdom, had discovered the secret of
wrcatlliving, says ^osdick.
12. Case, Jesus , 261.
13. Fosdick, MM, 143.

Because Jesus had discovered the secret and experienced
the power, He was able to go to the house of Lazarus in
Bethany in spite of the throats upon His life that He had
recently experienced there ( -Tohn 11.7,8; 8.59; 10.31).
Again, wo loam that ''when the days were well-nigh ccme that
he should be received up, he stedfastly r et his fnce to go
to Jerusalem.'* (Lie. 9. 51) Realizing the rossibili ties that
lay ahead, (for had not the prophets experienced similar
treatment?) He continually kept Kin face set toward Jerusa-
lem (Lk. 13.22; 17.11; 18.31; 19.11;29). It was in a dis-
cussion of these possibilities that Peter had loyally tried
to assure Jesus that this should never be His fate. After
rebuking Peter, Jesus holds out the challenge of self-of "ace-
men t and the paradox that we are considering (lit. 16.21-25;
3c. 8.31-35).
Thus we see tha t Jesus taught wh^t He had learned from
life itself. Here was no creaming; He had experienced,
therefore He could speak. He presented them a challenge
which He TTimself had met. He had settled His own mind so
that death itself could not stop Him in His efforts to es-
tablish the Kingdom of nrod. Having "lost" His own life in
the cause of the Kingdom He "found" His soul. Having seen
that self-effacement oven to death produced more abundant
life, He was able to say
This is my commandment that ye love one another oven
as I have loved you. Greater love hath no man than
this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.
John 15.12,13.

2. Bxaltation Throu'ii Humility
As indicated. above tv;o of Jesus'
:
Treat avenues to charac-
ter wore sacrifice and service. The idea of service has
been expressed by Jesus in a paradoxical statement which like
the preaching seoras to suggest strange processes of reducing
and increasing; such are His divine mathematics:
wTaosovor would become ~roat amon£ Jtn shall bo your
minister; and whosoever would be first among you
shall be servant of all. [Wc* 10.43,44)
By removing the robe of respect and dignity and by adding
the role of servant one is to achieve greatness I How can
it be?
We learn that the above statement was made by Jesus after
a request for places of honor in His Kinf£om. His disciples
had not yet caught Jesus' idea of the Kingdom of righteous-
ness that ruled men's hearts instead of a kingdom of power
and rj-lory. "Jesus called upon His disciples to devote all
to the service of others, not because He wished to subordi-
nate the individual to the community, but because He know
that service was the secret of growth. He taught men how to
14
develop their niches- and best solves."
In keeping with this idoa of growth, the same passage i3
used in connection with a symbol of this truth. Jesus refers
to the teachableness and ^rowablonoss of a child. (Mt.18.4;
Lk. 9.48} His hearers are as children in this new Kingdom.
They stand at the threshhold of a new life— a life of serv-
ice. Hie TCin^dora will rrow and they as individuals shall grow.
14. Kobinson, SJ, 159.

Associated with this passage ("whosoever would bo rroat
among you *.J are these words found in Marie, 10.31:
"Many that are first shall "be last; and the last first."
In Matthew, 19.30 this idea is used with the parable of the
laborers in the vineyard. Burton and. T Iathews suggest that
the parable, which is preceded and followed by the statement,
is used to illustrate it, to show that God reserves for T?im-
15
self the right to judge men's Just deserts. However the
parallel passage naturally preceding 19.30 is in the same re-
lation in Mark. This would seem to indicate that this is
the proper connection, in which the word "first" implies rank
rather than time. In Luke, 13.30, we find stiU different
material used with it. In the verse preceding (13.29) we
find a reference to "places in the kingdom." (Ooodspeed)
Hence, here too, we may infer that those who hold the chief
places now shall, then, hold the least important places.
With reference to the usage in Mark '10.31, which is simi-
lar to K%« 19.30 ^ Bartlctt says, "Going with what immediately
precedes, it warns that priority in time amon.fr those who make
such renunciation as the disciples had, for the sake of the
coming Kingdom, is no guarantee of relative position in the
final issues { so that humble fidelity in following up the
initial sacrifice is needful..... the maxim here seems to be
a set-off to, the qualification of, what has Just been said:
f But many first (to come forward) shall be last, and the last
(to come) first.' *** However this does not seem to fit the
15. Burton p TIathews, LC, 219
16, Bartlett, MK f 300.

connection in which we find the expression used, Jesus and
the disciples are plainly discussing possessions, preceding
It. 19.30 and 10c. 10.31. Jesus has been answering Peter's
statement to the effect that they hac loft all to follow Trim.
Jesus seems to be saying in this paradox that those who,
like the disciples, have sacrificed many things, home, posses-
sions, and loved ones\shall some day he rich in these things
(i.e. "first"), whereas those v/ho are now "first" in these re-
spects shall be "last" or least wealthy. It is the idea that
sacrifice yields returns that are far greater than the things
one has denied himself. This is brought out also in Jesus 1
reply to the rich young prince, to whom Jesus promises'' treas-
ure in heaven." (Ht. 19 .21; Wku 10.21; Lie. 18.22) Therefore
the paradox is caused by reference to two different sets of
values. Ranking high in the gamut of things, men hold dear,
ranks very low in the scale of KlBgftoa values. The first
among men shall be last in God's Kingdom, but those who serve,
the least among men, shall be in the first ranks of the
Kingdom.
Jesus had pointed out, hov; in the heathen order of things
those in authority took advantage of their positions. The
Jews had occasion to feel the authority of the "rulers of the
Gentiles," (Mk. 10.42) for the Roman governors always made
their presence and authority in the land definitely felt. But
Roman laws were not to be their example nor were the "heavy
burdens" imposed bj the scribes and Pharisees. Mt. 23.1-12.
16. Bartlett, MK, 300

"The Lev of the Kingdom as repeatedly tr.u -ht {above-men-
tioned) wil the op osite. As regarded ai^s, they v^re to
seek. the greatness of service; and as regarded that acknow-
ledgment would cone from Ck>c., it would be the exultation of
humiliation."
.Again we find a paradoxical statement bringing out the
same strange proposition of achieving some thin" "by ignoring
it. "For everyone thnt exalteth himself shall be humbled;
and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted." (Lk. 14.11;
t. "3.14; Lk. 13.14). In the first record of the story,
Jesus suggests sitting in the lovliest pl^ce at a banquet.
If you are deserving of a better place you will get it along
with the respect of all present, vheren3 you will be embar-
rassed and lose their respect if you try to assume I worthier
person's seat.
Luke gives us another of Jesus' examples of 3 value of
humility. This is even of greater significance th^r the
other for here we are told of efforts to gain the favor of
^od. Jesus says that a proud spirit that is already exalted
can roooive no justification ffom Sod , but a humble spirit
will be exalted by the -race of &od . Therefore Jesus "explts
self-abne -ation to a supreme place among th; virtues, and
stresses humility until it fatally releases the springs of
18
personal ambition and arr- sts personal self-assertion."
17. Lcersheim, Vol. I I.,410.
13. Gardne.
,
JSP, 161.
*/
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3. That Which He Hath
A third instance of Jesus 1 system of divine mathematics
occurs twice in Ha tthew and Luke and once in Merle.
I 3ay unto you that unto every one that hath shall
"be .'iven; and from him that hath not, even that
which he hath ("seemeth to have" Lk.2.18) shall be
taken away from him. Lie. 19.26 and Mk. 4.25.
Ha tthew adds "and he shall have abundance'' tothe first
clause , 13.12 and 25.29. But it is the second clause that
•
-ives us the paradox. Our system of mathematics will not
permit us to subtract from zero, and if we could we would
still have nothing. But Jesus is thinking in spiritual sub
traction. He is not dealing in f :: /mres; He is dealing la
human personality.
Bartloto suggests that "the context in the maxim occurs
in Mt. 25. 29, Lk.19.26, dealing as it does with faithful
19
use of -ifts, is perhaps the original one." Matthew first
uses it (13.12) as part of Jesus 1 answer to the Disciples
who had asked why He taught the people in parables. In
both r,c. 4.25 and T,k. 8.18 it follows the statement that a
man doesn't cover up lamp. Bartie tt says of this passage
True use of the gift of light, in loyal conduct, leads to
20
larger insi-ht, while by neglect all is forfeited."
In the parable of the talents (Mt. 25.1-13} Jesus illus-
trated the ideas which Ho packed into the principle under
consideration. He is showing that talents
;
used, increase in
-re^tness, whereas unused talents de teriorato . But trick
says "The universe is ittMWlngly fruitful for talents.
19. Bartlett, MK, 168.
to- Xb'd
—
In a few years five can become ten. It multiplies talents
as a harvest multiplies seeds. On the other hand, the uni-
verse is amazingly fatal for talents. If neglected, they
vanish! Hiding them in the ground wil? not save them, they
rot I Power used with discretion and adventure is increased
power; pov/er left stagnant is soizec5. with paralysis. 'Take
the talent from him and give it to him that hath ton.'" 21
According to J. TTewton Davios "modern psychology has amply
verified this teaching " Z2
The parable in Luke (19.11-27) is thought by some to be a
different version of the same illustration. Hubharcl distin-
mm
guishes them clearly, almost convincingly. Jt However our
concern lies in the connection with verse 26, quoted above.
The parable reveals thnt "the best with what you have,
is the divine requirement for all alike Faithfulness
,
desire, purpose, these are the units of measurement that
24
Sod uses." Kdersheira speaks of verse 26, in which the prin-
ciple of the parable is presented, as follows: "* Tot a cynical
rule this but such as the world, in its selfishness or worship
of success, caricaturos it; nor the worship of superior force;
but this, thrt aithful use for God of every capacity will
ever open fresh opportunities in proportion as the olc ones
have been used, while spiritual unprofitableness must end in
utter loss even of thnt which, however humble, might have
been used at one time or another, for God one! for good." 25
21. Buttrick, PJ, 248.
22. J. Ronton "Davios, ABC, 992.
23. ' Tubbard, TJP, 192-3.
24. Hubbard, TJP, 195.
25. Kdershcim, LTJ, Vol. II,
464-5.
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It appears therefore that the teaching in the paradox may
"be explained in higher than physical tens* Possessions fioes
not mean ownership only, but incorporation into one T s life.
It is as one tries to serve God, however insignificantly,
that the effort i3 made to "bear fruit in such a way that both
the recipient and the benefactor are helped. The exercise of
a talent or virtue rives strength for oven greater service.
In a possible reference to the same idea, Jesus according to
John's Gospel, says "Every branch in me thr-t beareth not
fruit he talceth away: ant? every branch that beareth fruit,
ho purre th it, thnt it may bring forth more -lit." John 15.2
This like all Jesus' teaching, had passed through the
fires of personal testing. Jes\is hag from the beginning
relinquished the idea of reatness and power in the recog-
nized uses of these terms . ( It. 4.10; ^.4.3) He deter-
mined to serve only the Lord. His whole life, as presented
in the Gospels, indicates how v/ell He cid it and exemplified
what He tried to teach them of service. Even during the most
uncertain of times, when storm-clouds loomed over-head, Jesus
was concerned about giving them the idea. He performed that
beautiful symbol of service, namely the washing of the feet
of the disciples. (John 13.4-15) In His last rmblic service
to them in the group He exalted Himself by humbling Himself.
In order to be "great" among them He became a servant to them
in order thnt His great life and teachings of service mi^ht
remain with them.

Finally after a life In which He continuously exemplified
exaltation through Irimility and so greatly illustrated how
one is to use "that which he hath," Jesus fulfilled His own
teaching to the uttermost, which demanded a man's life.
He had fulfilled it in its lesser significance throughout
life in that He continually denied Himself of all the things
He bade His disciples deny themselves. Then at the last He
voluntarily walked the path of God's will as He saw it, even
unto death. Perhaps some of His teachings have boon colored
by this fact but that is unimportant, for His example chal-
lenges us v/ith the supreme sacrifice an<5 His teachings could
do no less. Therefore one may be assured that if he lose
his life in Jesus' cause he will thereby find or save it.

Paradox IV. LOVE YOUR ENEMIES
Jesus presented an attitude to be assumed toward one's
enemies, which transcencled the old "au. It was in this con-
nection that He gave the paradoxical admonition, "Love your
enemies." One immediately recoils at this, for it seams
practically impossible* An enemy is one who is hated and who
hates you* Love him? That is exactly what Jesus is recorded
to have naid.
1. Old "estament Teaching'
If these words strike us forcibly what must have been the
effect on Jesus 1 hearers? "The usual Jewish criticism of the
injunction 'Love your enemies 1 is that it is paradoxical,
impracticable, and absurd. One seldom opens a Jewish book or
pamphlet which deals with Jesus or the "Tew Testament without
finding this criticism.""^" For centuries the Jews had con-
tended with their enemies for the possession of the land of
Canaan. After the exiles of 597 and 586 B.C. they were con-
tinually smarting under foreign domination, even to Josus* day.
Is it any wonder that their religious laws make provisions
for this deeply entrenched consciousness of enemies, who were
hated and feared?
Consequently Jesus, who studied T-Tis scriptures diligently,
came upon such teachings as:
Thou shalt not take vengeance, nor bear any .grudge against
the children of thy people; but thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself: I am Jehovah. (Lev. 19.13}
Vengeance is mine, ana recompense. (Deut. 8£«$5&)
1. "Tontefiore, SO, Vol. II, 85.
I*
(Sec also Prov. 15.1; 20.22; 24.28,9; De-it. 23.5,6; 25.17-19;
and Psalm 109) Here is no restraint upon a Jew's hatred of
his enemies, only upon his own kind and upon his neighbors.
Buiidy points out that "Jesus' word 'Hate thine enemy 1
ascribed to tradition by Him, is not found in the nlc? Testa-
ment as a specific statement, but exists as an actual atti-
2
tudc in the imprecatory Psalms." "'o have another indication
of this attitude to verify Jesus T statement. Josephus, the
historian, who livod in the First Century, bom 37-38 A. P.,
says that the Jews were "men haters," "a wicked nation, ex-
elusive, uncongenial, hostile to all nen." 1 7Ticklera
seems to charge this spirit to their religion, when he says,
"Hatred of the foreigner had become a national an<? religious
duty; anc it is to this notional attitude towards them of
other nations that the principal, T T,ove your enemies' would be
understood as primarily addressed."4
2. Textual Criticism
"'ontefiore refutes the prevalent idea that this statement
refers to the national enemies of Israel, when he says, " lie
real difficulty is that in the Sermon and in this passage
Jesus v/as thinking and speaking of personal and private ene-
mies, not of public and national ones." He rises to the
defense of Rabbinical teaching, charging scholars with error
in interpreting this passage of Matthew. V.© shall concern
ourselves only with that section of his treatment that will
boar on the interpretation of the passage and not on his
2. Bundy, REL , 29.
3. Micklem, MT, 51.
4. ~ Tick;lcm '.IT 51.
5! :-ontefiore, *SG, Vol. II, 79. Following discussion, 76-02.
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support of the Rabbinical torching. Ye chall however t j to
present his views on the natter fairly regard loss of our own
interpretation.
In the first place i '.onto f Lore attaakfl t. 5.42 "because
"Thou shalt bail thine enemy" is "nowhere ordered in the
Pentateuch." Bat he does concede that even if tnese words
"are not textua. 1 ly found in the Pentateuch or in the Hebrew
j^ible or in the Talmud, the equivalent of it is_ found, and
that the spirit of it rules and reigns there." However, he
advised earn, a-; this pont, in fliit1ngnt ffhtag between tlx
attitudes of the Jew to Jews and to non-Jews*
"As regards private enemies, the best teaching of the
habbis lfl not in spirit opposed to, or unlike, the teaching
of Jcsu::." He says Jesus expresses it ore enthusiastical ly
and with greater inspiration but that "it weald be utterly
false to say that the Ftabb Is taught a man to hate his private
7
and personal enemies." Proverbs £5«Sl-28a indicates any-
o
thing but an attitude of hatred:
If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat; and If
he be thirsty, give him water to drink, for thou wilt
heap con Is of fire upon his head.
Professor Box says, "The whole clause T Thou shalt love thy
neighbor and hate thine onemy ' clearly has in view some cur-
rent scribal T nterpretation. This is more particularly -
resented by the additional words ' and hate thine enemy.'
These ,rords certainly do not correctly represent the later
Kabbinical teaching. They probably do, however, re fleet the
6. Monte fi ore, SO, Vol. II, 77.
7. Montefiore, SG, Vol. II, 78.
8. Compare references top of previous pa^o.
•
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the spirit of some contemporary Shammaitos , who wore fanati-
cal and bi.-otod in their attitudes twoarc's opponents, and
later toolc the lead with the Zealots in uncom r "wising and
9
passion?' tc hatred of tase«
As to the attitude of the Ami toward gentiles, Monte :fio»
readily enough admits or even contends th-" t there was real
hatred, Enemies of the Jews were accepted as enemies of
God and were, therefore
,
hatred with religious fervor.
Deuteronomy 20.16,17a indicate a this clearly:^
But of the cities of these people , that Jehovah thy
Sod rivoth thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save
alive nothing that braatheth; hut thou shalt utterly
destroy then.....
Liince there was 3uch a hatred of the gentiles, "ontefioi'c
"believes that Jesus would probably have specified pontiles
11
had He meant them, rather than 'enemies'.
He even declares thai Jcsul Himself did not live up to
Bta admonition to love one's enemies: "Bat the really
painful part of the matter is that • von as regards personal
and private enemies there If 1'ttle trace on the part of
Jesus ,hrt T Ie practiced v;hat Tie preached. Of love towards
the Pharisees and F-abtis who opposed Him there ie no trace.
TTor did Tis disciples ever interpret the loving of enemies
to mean more than private enemies.
"Did Jesus ever pray tot TTis enemies? His Jewish enemies
were the Pharisees and Rabbis. For them He is never re-
corded to have ut'ered any prayer. The famous passage in
Tuke (23.34} is of doubtful authenticity, and probably
9< Montefiore, SG-, Vol. II, 79.
XQm Zee also Dt. BS.tfl 80.1S-18; 25. 17-3; Tfal.1.8; ?s. '27.7-3.
V:
. Montefiore, SG, Vol. II, 79.

refers to the Roman soldiors. But Stephen (Acts 7.60) prays
isfor those who slay him."
Dr. ^schelbacher criticizes Harnack's Essence of Christi-
anity , as follows: "The Jewish law enjoined help and ai<3 to
be f^iven to our enenios when in need But Judaism has
not ordered us to love our enemies. It has regarded such a
command as unfulfillable • It has considered that the emotion
of love towaros those who curse, hate, revile, and seek to
13destroy ua is impossible .
"
Finally Hontefioro says that it is probable that Je3us
never uttered the questionable words, that they may be an
interpretation. He does say that "Jesus may have said, 'The
Law says, Love your neighbour, and I tell you that this com-
14
mandmcnt really includes the bidding to love your enemy!"
He also points out that Luke has no such scheme of antithesis
which Matthew presents. Again, he says, "Jesus never dis-
tinctly teaches that 'neighbour' is to mean •fellow-men' and
not merely •follow-Tsraelite
' ,
except in the parable of the
15
good Samaritan. To this he adds that 'Samaritan" is prob-
ably a "later insertion."
Wollhausen says that what Jesus meant by loving your ene-
mies is to "desire their well-being" : "do good to them";
"pray for their salvation." It does not mean: "Feel for
them nn emotion such as you fee 1 for your wife, your sister,
or your father." It does not mean as strong an affection as
our love
.
12. 'ontofiore, SCr, Vol. II, 81. 15. Ibid., 84.
13. Ibid., 86. 16. Ibid., 80.
14. Ibid., 80.
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T!avin£ restricted Jesus 1 audience , IttQteflon ^oes on to
interpret the word. Ho says Jesus ''idealizes: ho io ^illed
with enthusiasm. He generalizes, and 1m rivets attention
by his brief, fine .-one: alization. Ha it! Tin that active I
helpful love mist know no limits It must look for no
reward except from 9od '.e must never avoid the chnnce
of doing a .^ood turn to the m«n who hster; us and has cone us
nn evil turn. ¥*'e "iust rather even seek outthe chanc- for
7good, and conquer hatred by love.
3. Evaluation
After such great effort to eorveot prevalent thlifldtag on
the pas. are in question, it does not seen to us as if "fonte-
fiorc has established that which he bo zealously rofo nds
.
He does not offer convincing evidence about the authenticity
of the passa r *e at which he rebels so furiously. It MiM ao
if he loses his balance in, justly, trying to correct realty
tfttTaing about Tiabbinical religion* torching.
We believe the Jewish attitude, as representee by vmto-
fiore and Dr. Kscheibacher , is mistaken with respect to tta
power of love. They suggest that love is impossible, fos
example, toward ft soldier, by one .-ho had seen hie loved
ones slain by the soldier, "e believe that love is p60HBl%3ft .
The possibility however dcon not remove the difficulty of the
lovinr. i-r. ^osciclc tells p story which substantiates this
view, that it is possible . It erme from an Armenian girl
17. Montefiore, SO, Vol. II, 87.

who hnC come to /•merlon , where she hold 1. !. . 7t p ic-
seated slightly condensed from Dr. Fosdiek's telling of it
3 8
in r^ve 1ve "e s t s g f Ch a rg e 1 er .
During the Armenian atrocities a £**rl witnessed ^he
sl^yin-: oi hex* brother by a lurk, and bnroly escaped
herself. El ter while compelled to serve &0 a nurse
she recognized one of her patients as her brother's
slayer. He < -as seriously ill, so that slight 'nat-
tention would be fatal. After an inward struggle
she nursed hit* back to health, ~ne dr y he asked her
why she had not lot him die. " Because',' she saic, "J
am a follower of T7im who said ' T.ove yorr enemies
and do them /'ood.'"
Dr. E. Stanley Jones also Relieves that 3uch love is pos
sible. In gfeg Christ of the lount , discussing Sfetthow
5.38-43, he says, ''-his refusal to retaliate, the turninr
of the other cheek, and the loving of one's enemies are the
center of the whole. If this principle is not workable,
then the heart of tho sermon does not beat— it is a careen
a dead body of doctrine." He terms this principle as
"active resistance on a higher level." For him it "reveals
nothing but strength," whereas passive resistance "may
reveal nothing but weakness."
Dr. Jones further says that Jesus >< as in "moral command"
while 021 the cross. "Instead of as]rl for mercy at the
hands of the mob, he comnends them to merey at the hands of
tho father.
"
ov
A.s we have seen, tfonteflore points out the
doubtful authenticity of this, ''saying" (Lk.f 7 ."'i ) . Howeve:
he does acknowle d^e that Stephen sa id something very stall*:
(Acts 7.60) when he was beina; stoned to death. Thla edmis-
sion, we believe, rather effectively refutes his own and
13. Association Press, 192?, p. 166.
1-
• Jones, CM, 173.
20, Jones, CM, 174.

the .lavish attitudes on this whole question.
As a commentator iiontefiore is limited to his text of
necessity, but for us, the iwT.ortcnt thj a~ is ••ot the authen-
ticity of the v;ords of Jesus but of his spir.it. "ver. if He
did not use the v/oids, if His influence on p.ne ther life
ennaolcd hira to achieve this experience of loving his enemies,
the conclusion can hardly be ovoifled 1. >•£•*. tVor-o v;rs something
in Jesus that carried the spirit ancl po^er of love for enemies.

Paradox V. THE KITTGDOI! OF GOD
The ideas of Josus relative to the T1ngdora of God permeate
the records of His whole life and teachings. General refer-
ences to the Kingdom have "been found as follows I
Matthew 49; *Tark 17; Luke ?7.
Kingdom of God references are:
Matthew 5: Mark 15: Luke 32.
kingdom of Heaven references are:
Matthew 27.
There may he some duplication in these figures, although
this has been avoided as much as possible. However, their
importance lies in the fact that the;/ indicate .Just how
closely the kingdom idea is associate c with Jesus. It is an
indication how greatly His use of the term influenced the men
who took a part in preserving the written records of His life.
We also find use of the term "kingdom" throughout the *Tew
Testament. In eighteen books, outside of the Synoptic Gospels
we find at least thirty-four references to the kingdom. More
specifically, there are sixteen references to the TCing^om of
God and eighteen general references.
Haturally, a groat many questions are raised in our minds
about this term that has enjoyed so widespread a usage. The
questions that occur to us are many and variable. V'hat do
the different forms of the kingdom idea mean? Are the terms
"Kingdom of God," 'Kingdom of TTeaven," "my kingdom," and "kin^
dom" used to mean the same things? What is the kingdom?
t
Is it to be associated with our oarth or is it associated
with our idea of heaven? If it is a kingdom on earth, is it
here or coming? What i3 the nature of it: a physical or a
spiritual kingdom? Is it to be f visited T upon men or are
they to achieve it? Thus we could go on, but thoro is no use
of multiplying questions beyond getting the important consid-
erations beforo us.
1. Present or future?
The term "Kingdom of God " or "Kingdom of Heaven" emerges
from the ancient Hebrew belief that Israel was the chosen
nation and that Jehovah would some day establish their nation
as such. It finally became expressed in a hope that God would
send a "Son of Man" who would effect the "consummation" which
would be the "end of the world."
The tern "Kingdom of God," was rarely used in this apoca-
lyptic connection. In fnct it never occurs in the old Testa-
ment, and it was used sparingly by the apocalyptists
.
Perhaps this is the very reason Jesus used the term. It in-
cluded the old idea but left Him free to interpret it as Fe
pleased. The idea of a cataclysmic event in the future was
so imbedded in the minds and beliefs of men that Jesus could
hardly have led them to think in His terms of the new order
if He used their phraseology. Hence the Kingdom of God" "as
a fine expression for His purpose, without the imnediate and
powerful connections which the prevalent ideas had.
i
The rabbinical teaching was thr-.t God's rule would, come to
pa.ss when the heathen religions were replaced by the worship
of the God of Israel. Their idea of the kingdom was that it
was present-future. It was present in that Israel represent-
ed the Kingdom of God. He was the King of Israel, but the
"kingdom should come to fruition when all nations were sub-
jected to God. For the Hellenistic Jews this would be im-
posed by some miraculous act of God. It is felt that Jesus'
coneoptiou of the kingdom was effected more by the rabbinical
teaching as He heard it in the synagogue than by the apoca-
lyptic literature which flooded the country.
While much had been written on the T'essiah and the F.eign
of God, there had been no prophetic voice for centuries. Out
of this i . Hence camo T, tho voice of one crying in the wilder-
ness, Prepare ye the way of the Lore, make his paths straight?
(Matthew 3.3) The Messiah was coming I "Kepent ye: for the
Kingdom of Heaven is at hand." (Mt. 5.2) What his idea of
the kingdom wns, we do not know. It may have been tinged
with the apocalyptic thought of the aay, but it hafi been test-
ed over the open fires of God*s illumination in the wilder-
ness. His message attracted attention. T !any repented and
were baptized.
Among h*a listeners was Jesus. We do not know to what
extent .Jesus' ideas of the kingdom were influenced by John,
the Eaptisor, but Jesus v/as greatly attracted by him. He
said later that John was "more than a prophet."
*4
John's preaching of the immediacy of the Tressiah and the
Kingdom of 0-od stirred within Jesus ? consciousness thoughts
that had never become articulate before. I Te MM interested
in the Kingdom, which John was announcing. Tie wanted to be
identified with it rjid aid in its advent.
tfhile Jesus' life was bound up in the idea of the Kingdom,
He never gave a definition of it. He told what it was lilce
end what Icind of folic were citizens of it. How wise TTc was I
How keenly He sensed that His national religion had become
bound by specific rules and definitions until there was noth-
ing to do but obey the commands. He understood that as scon
as you specify too minutely, some of the follcs will be limit-
ed by the idea, so Ke left it as something within reach of al1
who desired it but yet did not confine it to rny class of
people, any place, or any form of experience.
Upon noticin~ the different phrases in the Sjmoptics we
wonder what, if any, is the difference, pfg notice thr. t the
"Kingdom of frod" is used largely by ' Tar!c ?n<3 aVtee , while
Matthew reives preference to the "Kingdom of Fenven." By com-
paring the parallel passages we come to the conclusion that
those two phrases are used to moan the same thing. It would
seem logical to conclude that tho phrase ."Kingdom of f^od" is
the phrase which Jesus used, rr ther than the ''Kingdom of
Heaven, ' since folk's was the first gospel* LulO, likewise
felt that this was nearer the original.
As we study the Gospels, we find that Jesus was an apoca-
lyptist in tho 3ensc that He believed there would come a
t
a "better dny. He always had a preat deal of hope. Much of
it seemed tied up with the idea of a future kingdom. "The
time " essianic Kingdom begins on earth and will "be consum-
mated in heaven, it is not temporary, but eternal..... as the
Kingdom, according to Jesus' conception of it, could only be
truly realized in its completed form, in this sense the King-
dom is still conceived of as in the future The future
Kingdom is almost universally re<"a.rc*ed in the Synoptic
Gospels as introduced eschatolo^ically by ftod himself."*"
•There are many sayings of Jesus to substantiate this view:
Mt. 26.29 "But T say unto you, I shell not, crinlc hence-
forth of this fruit of the vine, until that day when
T (?.rink it new with you in my Fathers tinhorn.
H?« 9.1 ( T.lc. 9*87) Verily T say unto you, There are
some here of them that stand by, who shall in no wise
taste of death, till they see the kiBgdOi of frofl
come v;ith power.
Lk. 13.23,29 (lit. 3.11) There shall be the weeping and
the gnashing of teeth, when ye shall see Abraham, nnd
Isarc, anc3 Jacob, and all the prophets, in the klng&oa
of "-od, anC yourselves cast forth without. Anc* they
shall come from the east and west, anc! from the north
and south, and shall sit down in the "kingdom of ^od.
However, this i3 not the whole story. It is merely one
side of a paradoxical view that Jesus believed the Kingdom af
C-od to be both present and future, "Jesus had none of the
hopeless pessimism of the apocalyptists True it was God
and not man that was to bring in the Icin^om; b\it man had
something to do Here and now, without waiting for a
future day, he was to become a child of God and live the lew
life of rood will*" As Jesus went about
i
1. Charles, BFL, 318 and £19.
2. Balki ABC , 911.
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helping fclka to more abundant life, He realized that the
kingdom was present. He was overthrowing the power of ain
and Satta in Ills, healing and forgiveness. (Lk.11.20, 10,18;
t. 11.4,5, 25-30).
/aid Jesus answered and said unto them, Go
and tell John the things which ye hear and
see: t e "blind receive their sight, and the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the
Ce»f hear, fend the dead are raised up, and
the poor have good tidings preached to them.
O't.11.4,5.)
God was not withdrawn from the world, He was caring
for the birds and flowers. He was wording in the lives of
men, rescuing them from fear, despair, disease, hate and
sin. Thei'e were others, too, v,'ho without having sunken into
the lower walks of life were being led into the higher,
lighter, and IK bier paths of Joy and inspiration through
love, service, and sacrifice. 3urely they were God's child-
ren, citizens in His Kingdom.
% Its Advents 31owly or Suddenly?
Another element of paradox in Jesus' teaching about the
Kingdom of God concerns its advent. £ome hold that He said
it woul^come suddenly, others say He elieved it would
come slowly, gradually. In the twenty-fourth chapter of
Matthew's Gospel we have a compilation of esch-tologlcal
sayings of Jesus. It is primarily concerned with the end
of the world.
And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
in the whole world for a testimony unto all the
nations; and then shall the end come, .it.24.14.
*3
Host of tho people of that day believed in a sudden catastro-
phic or climactic advent of G-od into the world to establish
the Kingdom.
While Ho may have had some of this element in His teach-
in?, Jesus wc3 not necessarily making predictions for
specific events of the future. In fact this seems harder on
the passages than to interpret them to be observations from
the "si^ns of the times." It took no wizard to tell what
would happen if things continued as they were. Most of then
r'id come to pass very nearly like Jesus said they would,
but He did not know definitely how and when.
Verily I say unto you, 'jJhis generation shall not
pass away, until all these things be accomplished.
Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words
shall not pass away. Put of that day or that hour
knoweth no one, not oven the angola in heaven, nei-
ther the Son, but the Father. Kk« 13. 3002 (Mt.24.3TTf
)
J. F. Bartlet believes that there is more in Mark 13 than
Jesus' own words (Parallels: Ht. 24 and 25, Lk. 21) This,
he thinks, would "be due "to the march of events and the
eff^t of Jewish Apocalyptic laagoftg* or conceptions upon
the CiJiroh f s tradition." He VttggftStfl that the experience of
the disciples may also have contributed to the addition of
secondary matter in order to support Jesus' general state-
ments with specific material from actual events.
While it is possible that Jesus believed that there
would be a "sudden intervention of C-od," there is consider-
able evidonee tc show that Jesus regarded the Fin^dom and
its coming as a -rowth, slowly and steadily becoming
3. Bartlet, MK, 349

established on earth. He spoke of the Kingdom of Crod in
terms of ;;radual ccrowth:" first the "blade, then the ear,
after that the full corn in the ear.** :2k. 4 .28. He also said
the Kingdom was like "leaven" (Mt.13.33 and Lk»13. 31,32;
Mk. 4.30-32; Lk. 13.18,19).
Add to these and His other expressions of growth the
manner in *hich Jesus lived and the evidence is convincing
that He "believed in a gradual advent, regardless of what
else He believed. Nothing In the manner in vbich He lived
and served His fellow men would indicate that ne thought
there was no use doltfs anything to brin^ in the Kingdom.
Certainly He would not have trained His Disciples so care-
fully had tie felt th-t ^od would come and establish His
Kingdom when He got ready.
3* External or Internal?
As Rail points out our conception of the Kingdom de-
pends on our conception of -iod. A $od who w-s primarily
a Potentate or Monarch similar to the earthly rulers would
have an earthly or external Kingdom. "So the mififl kin dora
was conceived in Jesus' day. M^ Of course It was to be a
rule of righteousness, but it was nevertheless to be an
external rule. Nearly everyone believed In this kind of a
trod and this kind of a kin -3c* om In Jeans* day. Fdershelm says,
rt Accord1na; to the Jewish view the Messiah was to appear in
outvard pomp, and by display of power to establish the
4. Rail, ABC, 912.
5. Edersheim, .LTJ, Vol. I, 587.

According to the Gospels Josus sai£ very little about such
an external Kingdom. As we have soen above the authorship
of the apocalyptic passages in Matthew 24, Mark 13, and Luke
21 are open to question. Most scholars feel that changes
and additions mingle freely hore with the original words of
Josus. Such depiction of signs is not in harmony with
Jesus' attitude and reticence at other times (1ft « 12,99-48 or
Lk, 11.29-32; lit. 16.1-4 or IS. 8.12). It is felt that the
same matter was inserted in T ?t. 16.27, ?Qc. 0.38, and I&.9.26
"because of the Transfigurafcio2i Story immediately following,
tony feel th- t all of these parous! a passages may better "be
attributed to the errly church than to -Jesus. ITany of the
expressions may be found in Jewish and Inter -testimental
7
writings. In this connection Davie s says
The lacx: of unity, the presence of so many stereo-
typed apocalyptic formulae, the complete contrast
which it pivsents to our Lore's declaration in
Luke 17.20,21, all 50 to support the theory that the
chapter (Mark 13) is a composite structure made up
of genuine sayings of Jesus and a Jewish or Jewish-
Christian apocalypse. Even the genuine sayings of
Jesus seem to be colored by the prevailing oscheto-g
logical hopes and expectations of the early church.
Jesus does not telle of God as destroying the enemies of
Israel. Ke does not ball: of armies, thrones, and crowns.
Bui; we do find that He is interested in an internal Kingdom
.
Ho teaches of a personal, moral relationship between God and
man. "Hence the rule Kith which Jesus is concerned i3 of
9
another Tcind, the rule of the inner spirit." There is a
power that saves men from sin and destroys evil. The Yin-rom
G. Page 53.
7. Tartlet, MK, 363.
0. Davie s, ABC, 10X4.
9. Rail, ABC, 912.

is iOiiiHi rmifl with faith, good-will, and good-cheer. It is
something v/hich Icings and potentates CPiinot ' ake away from
you when once you have it. "The llWKJL fl end spiritual charac-
ter of the Kingdom established by Christ was at absolute vari-
ance with the outward and materially glorious Kingdom hoped
for by the Jews." "Tlie Kingdom of God cometh not with ob-
servation: neither- shall they say, T.o here! or There J for lo,
the Kingdom of 0ai is within you " {Lh. 17.20f;
10
Whether
this be translated within or among, the point is essentially
the same. I relationship between men if M immaterial or
spiritual as the inner experience of the individual.
Again, Jesus* life indicates that it was an nttltude, a
desire, a spirit He was trying to help men find. He WU more
concerned that lie should be able to supply them with the
water and bread of life than to feefi their needy bodies. "Man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that pro-
ceedeth out of the mouth of Sod** (Ht. 4.4} •Men are to be
children to their Father, ic
. ,
they arc to be like him in
spirit. In his spirit they are to live with one another as
11
brothers. And that will be the Kingdom of £od."
Second only to loving God, Jesus placed loving our neigh-
bor (Mt. 22.36-40). In this respect the Kingdom for Jesus
nay be thought of as external. For Him the Ktag&oa me^nt
loving God and. doing Kis will, ^-nis cou^d only be done
with reference to one's fellow men. As Bowie has it,
"To believe in G-od," for Jesus, "must mean first of all to
*Charles, DFL, 320.
10. See quotation by Davie s on preceding prge
.
11. Rail, ABC, 912.

seek God's Kingdom. Men must give life and cleliberation to
(Tod's obo&ience in order that his will might "be done in the
12
earth as it is in heaven." All men are children of God.
He v/ants them to live in one great family. "For to Jesus the
supreme values of life all inhere in persons and in their
13
relationships as Sod would have them in his kingdom."
Whether we like it or not, the moral teaching of Jesus is
rooted in his religion and cannot be detached from it. "14
Thus the Kingdom, although an inner experience expressed
itself in outward acts and attitudes. If we live to ourselves
wo are in spiritual darkness. It is as we do these outward
deeds thnt the light and love of God's grace comes into our
hearts and makes life joyful, harmonious, abundant. In this
kind of a spiritual quality of soul we are Sons of God,
citizens of the Kingdom.
4. A Gift or an Achievement?
Another paradox in Jesus' teaching about the Kingdom of
God concerns the nature of it. Is it a gift or an achieve-
ment? In the parables of the leaven and the mustard seed, and
in Jesus' program, wo have seen (page 54) that the Kingdom is
a growth. We have also seen (pages 51 and 56) that man can
help in ostnblishing it. Jesus suggested thl?> when He told
men to love their noighbors (see page 56). It would appear
therefore that Jesus felt that the kingdom is an achievement.
However, we find very definite evidenco, also, that Jesus
believed the Kingdom to be a gift from God. He very clearly
12. Bowie, TM, 135.
13. Tbid.
14. Gilkey, JOG, 45f.
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indicates this v/hcn He says, "Fear not, little flock; for it
is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom."
(Lk. 12,32) In this sense we are dependent upon £od— the
Kingdom is a dispensation in the first place. "But notice the
implications. God's plan is such that the gift is offered;
it is not forced upon us. It is not pushed into our arms; it
is held out to us. To have it we must reach out and take it.
How does God it? He offers us the Kingdom when He
presonts the conquest of evil. His kindness puts forgiveness
of sins at our disposal. Sight, Ho offers us, illumination,
perception— in fact, vision of God may be ours. He gives
His spirit to those who are willing to fit themselves for it.
He holds out the gift of life. (Lk. 11.20; 24.47; :it.5.8;
Mk. 10.17ff).
We have been implying that the gift must be accepted aid
used else God's Kingdom is not here. As this takes place it
will multiply manifoldly. This would be a bottomless SDring
or a never-failing cruse. The more it is used the more does
it increase. This gift is a trust, a charge, a privilege
,
an opportunity. God calls us to purification, adoration,
thankfulness, and humility. After we have achieved these
He holds out to us a life of love, service and sacrifice.
"God's great ~ift of holiness is not a 'thing' that is .^iven
to us, or something that is done to us, it is something that
15
we have only as we live it."
We see then that there is no conflict in the paradox with
15. Rail, TJ, 155.

which we began. It is not a case of 'either or', "but a crse
of 'both and.' "The kingdom of God is the gift of &od , but
it can come only as men give themselves, with minds and heart
16
and will to see the will of God and do it."
To summarize the main points: as Jesus conceived it,
lived and loved it, the Kingdom was a present reality and a
future goal. Men were in the Kingdom and it fU ever a grow-
ing ideal in their own lives. Thero was always the hope that
the future would mean more, loyal citizens and more loyal
ones. The Kingdom, then, means an actuality and a possibility.
Again, the advent of the Kingdom is both slow and sudden.
It comes into its own slowly to most men, but to some it bo-
comes a rebirth. It comes suddenly into the lives of some
individuals but not into the whole world as the apocalyptist
believes. And when men enter the Kingdom it is as children,
ith Tod's care and their effort they shall mature steadily.
Furthermore, the Kingdom is external and internal.' It is
a spiritual realm, immaterial, but real. It is not external
in the sense of an earthly empire, dominating its enemies
v/ith force and mi~ht, but in the sense that the inner experi-
ence must express itself in external deeds. "By their fruits
ye shall know them." The external as manifested "-Ives testi-
mony to the internal spirit— the essence of the
Kingdom of God.
Finally, the Kingdom is a gift and an achievement. God
gives to men, life— full, abundant, glorious life.
16. Hall, ABC, 913.
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But, "God can give himself only as man gives himself."
•Tan must accept the grift and, having it, must use it, for
without use it deteriorates, with use it flourishes.
And when men have experienced the ecstasy which comes from
an overcome difficulty, a worthy task accomplished, a van-
quished temptation, an achieved virtue, a cup of cold water
given, a heart-ache soothed, a burden shared, a load lifted,
a hungering one fed, a wounded one hound, a sorrowing one
comforted, or a fallen one lifted— then, shall the Kingdom
of God become to them a gift from God anr they shall have
become Son3 of Ood. Then will it have come to pass as -Tecus
said, "that they all may bo one; as thou, Father art in me,
and I in thou, that they also may be one in us Jn. 17.21
17. Rail, TJ, 153.
*
Paradox VI. PFAYER
1. Je3us* Paradoxical Teaching on Prayer
The division of Jesus' prayer experience and teaching
is an arbitrary ariangement here for the purpose of clarity,
but in a real sense there can be no such division. It is
even more fallacious to treat the two separate ly. However,
some division must be made for convenience ; hence the
present one.
It i3 to be understood therefore that the separation here
is not meant to be hard an<3 fast, but that elements of each
section will be found in the other. "Further lot it be
remembered that one was the normal outgrowth of the other.
This was expressed by the disciples themselves, one of whom,
was so impressed by the prayer life of Jesus that he said,
"Lord, teach us to pray " (Luke 11.2}
Because we are primarily interested here in the paradoxi-
cal elements in Jesus 1 life an? teaching on grayer, we shall
make no attempt to exhaust the references to Jesus praying,
or to His prayers or teaching about prayer.
Jesus was not concerned about the theory of prayer. Tlis
teachings do not represent a system or well thought-out plan.
"Indeed we learn more about prayer as Jesus practiced it
from his own prayers recorded in the gospels than from any
instructions he gave about praying. By putting together
precept and practice one can learn something of
J
his conception of prayer and the object for which he thought
man should pray." 1 Therefore it is not surprising if in his
utterances on prayer and his ovm habits we find some para-
doxical elements,
a. Private and Personal: Hi learn that prayer is to
be a private and personal matter, but we find also that
prayer is to be a persistent purs it. We learn that it gives
men peace, power, self-possession, but on the other hand we
find that at times prayer is the struggle of a soul. Further,
Jesus teaches his Disciples to pray, advises them often to
pray, and prays frequently hliaself, yet he says, "Your
Father knoweth what things ye have need of before ye ask
hlnu n (Matthew 6.8b) Indeed there seems to be a variety
of teaching and advice, v/hat may one believe? Did Jesus
have such an indefinite lot of ideas, and such conflicting
ones at that, about prayer, or did ile have a definite cen-
tral attitude toward prayer?
Bundy refers to prayer in Jesus' teaching as "quiet
converse" on the one hand, but "stormy supplication" c;n the
other. 2 The teaching of Jesus on prayer found in liatthev;
(6.5-8) seems to contradict that found in Luke(ll .5-8) and
also(l8.1-8a) . Let us consider Matthew.
And when ye pray, ye shall not be as the
hypocrites: for they love to stand and pray in
the synagogues and in the corners of the streets,
that they may be seen of men. Verily I say mto
you, they have received their reward. But thou,
when thou prayest, enter into thine inner chamber,
and having shut t y door, pray to thy father who
is in secret, and thy Father who is In secret, shall
1. J'ranscomb, TJ, 267.
2. Jesus Prays, 54.

reco ipense thee. And in praying use not vain
repetitions, as the Gentiles do: for they think
that they shall be heard for their much speaking,
le not therefore like unto them: for your Rather
knoweth what things ye have need of before ye aek
him, 6.5-8.
In his treatment of this passage ,.;onteflore quotes
Dr. Euchler to the effect that trumpets were used to call
the people together on public f-st-days for rain during the
drought season, rfuch services were held on the ctreet or
in the raarket-plnce • In this same connection Plater says
that all Jews, Pharisees and publicans, stood for prayer,
facing the Temple, wherever they were, just as the ::ohammed-
ns still do, the Jews stood at the arpolnted hour and per-
4 iformed their devotions. Jesus sensed that some of the J ewa
participated in either of these rites "to be seen of men".
If that was their purpose, if that's what they expected,
that's all they got, the r cognition of the crowd for their
presence and participation. God had no part in their rew.rd.
Jesus is not condemning public prayer here, but prayer
for publicity. He is trying to show the emptiness of such
procedure. He soes on to suggest that is a profitable use
of prayer. Get away from distraction, he sa.s. If you go
into "yo r inner chamber" you will make the e, -eriem e more
certain of fruition. This place is designated as the place
where one might keep his valuables—a vault, or a place
where he might conduct his most personal affairs—a private
office. 5
In such a place prayer can be much easier and more
J. Montefiore, SG, Vol. II, 95
4. Slater, MT, 156.
5. Ibid, iiee also Luke 12.3 and .iat hew 24.26 in this
connection.

sincere. In fact the act itself will prove the sincerity,
without which prayer is useless. Then God, whose very nature
is spirit, shal^ "be able to commune with the pray-er and this
relationship with the Father shall constitute the reward.
Public prayer is no doubt valuable to a degree, but
only to the de/^rec that individuals echo rnd repeat
for themselves the thought of the leader. Even when
that is done, public praying falls short of what
Jesus meant by the word. Prayer in its deepest
sense will bo personal an<? earnest beyond what most
of us think. In it the individual relates his deep-
est problems and desires to the will of Tod. Such
preying, Jesus taught, God hear3 ant? answers.
Out of such an experience shall come values that will enrich
life. The reward will be apparent to any who come into con-
tact with such an enriched life. The reward will be power,
purpose, poise, courage, strength and ^race . But the neat-
est reward is God Himself.
Jesus points out that it is not multiplicity of words
that shall reach the Father and avail, but the focus of the
consciousness on God seems to he implied. It is not neces-
sary to read a catalogue of the needs and wants; there is
no cause for a detailed discourse. The heathen used pre-
scribed ritual which was repeated by rote in an effort to
make some impression on the gods they worshipped. But that,
says Jesus, is not the way to approach God. He is all-wise,
and knows what you need without your telling" Him. Further-
more He has the interest and willingness of a father to care
for men. Fosdick suggests that "we must not conceive of
prayer as an overcoming of God's reluctance, but as a laying
6. Branscomb, TJ, 270.
*
7hold of his highest willingnoss . " Again, he defines prayer
as "giving God an opportunity to "bestow what Tie is more will-
ing to give than wo are to welcome."**
We have seen then that Jesus regards prayer ds something
private and personal. One must be by himself, alone, undis-
turbed, in order that he might center his attention upon (Tod
without distraction. Also prayer* should be conscious and
direct. Here repetition of words will not suffice. God in
His -reat wisdom knows our needs, but wants an expression of
our awaroncss of such needs and a willingness to have TTim
fulfill them in His own way.
b. Persistent Tursuit: Almost contradicting the ideas o
f
prayer Ju3t presented are the two parables of Jesus told by
Luke. Although they are found widely separated in the Gospel,
Buttrick thinks it "probable that they were originally spoken
qin uninterrupted sequence. 1" However they both express the
same truth although the emphasis and sett in/- differ. The
first is found in the eleventh chapter of Luke's Gospel, 5-13:
And he said unto them, '«'<hich of you shall have a
friend, and shall go unto him at midnight, and say
to him, Friend, lend me thre loaves; for a friend
of mine is come to me from a Journey, and I have
nothing to set before him; and he from within shall
answer and say, Trouble me not; the door is now
shut, and my children are with me in bee1 ; I cannot
rise and give thee? I say uhto you, Though he will
not rise and give him because he is his friend, yet
because of his importunity he will arise and give
him as many as he neodeth. And I say unto you, As'k:,
anc it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you. For every
one that asketh roceiveth; and he that seeketh
findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall bo
opened. And which of you that is a father shall
7. Fosdick, MP, 63.
8. Ibid. 68.
9. Buttrick, PJ, 167.
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his son ask a loaf, and he -^ive him a stone? or a
fish, and he for s fish ^ive him a serpent? Or if
he shall a3k an egr, will he rive him a scorpion?
If ye then, being evil, know how to rive ^ood gifts
unto your children, how much more shall your heavenly
Father rive the Holy Spirit to them that ask him?
Luke 11.5-13.
Jeous is here describing prayer as persistent and con-
tinuous. We are not to cease praying as long as we have need
and wants. Glover snys we find prayer here described as an
attitude of "insistent and incessant earnestness."^^ If a
man will respond to such persistence against his will, how
much more we may expect of Sod, who loves ana cares for us,
that He will respond to every prayer we offer. This view of
the implication of the parable Ik much more satisfactory
than the analogy of the retired neighbor to &od • v ' e ^o n0*
provoke Him to do our will.
"These parables, which incidentally ch^ow clearly that
sense of humor which we get elsewhere, do not teach that
verbal repetition, begging or cajoling should mark true
prayer, but that prayer should be constant and continuous,
with confidence that to such prayers God rives answor."^
His wil 1 is for all that is "*ood for us. If we painstak-
ingly comnune with Him we shall grow in understanding of
that will. Jfllicher freely draws from the sto y the impli-
cation that "if importunity will move men, how much more will
patience move God."
Therefore, Jecus continues, because persistence will be
successful, "ask," "soe^c," and "knock" and you v/ill be re-
warded ,}ust like the host; that would not be put off.
10. Glover, JH, 108.
11. Branscomb, TJ, 272.
12. Quoted by Ea3ton, LK, 117.

By so doing, we indicate "the reality of our nee£ ('ask T )»
the reality of our "belief that the supply is there ( f seek f ),
and the intensity and energy of our spiritual longing
-I it
(•"knock 1 ). Jesus then drives home the truth of what He
says "by more reference to life as His hearers knew it.
"•'/ould any of you fathers hand your children a stone like
this {lie re it may "be that He picked up a stone which was
similar in shape to a Jewish loaf.)^4 if they wanted bread?
Or would you give them a serpent if they asked for a fish?
Or a oeorpion if they asked for an egg? (A scorpion is some-
what egg-shaped when its limbs are closed about it.) AD
TTo? Well, if you, in your human limitations and imperfection
can do good things, how much more will your Father in heaven
fill the persistent praying soul with His spirit?
The second story mentioned alove is as follows
:
And he spoke ft parable unto then to the end that they
ought always to pray, and not to faint; saying There
v/as in a city a judge, who feared not God, and regard-
ed not man; and there v/as a widow in that city; and
she came oft uhto him, saying, Avenge me of mine ad-
versary. And he v/ould not for a while: but after-
wards he said within himself, Though I fear not God,
nor regard man; yet because this widow trouble th me,
I will avenge her, lest she wear me out by hor con-
tinual coming. And the Lord said, Hear what the un-
righteous judge saith. And shall not God avenge his
elect, that cry to him day and ni^ht, and yet he is
longsuffering over them? Is ay unto you, that he
will avenge them speedily. Nevertheless, when the
Son of man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth?
Luke 18.1-8
Whether Jesus continuod with this^story after telling
the one above, we do not know. As we have seen, it presents
13. iidersheim, LTJ, Vol. II, 241.
14. Buttrick says (171) there were many around the seashore.
15. Buttrick, PJ, 171, and Eastern, EK, 178.

a similar picture. However, here the situation is not as
humorous as the for er. Vhereas Jesus may well have had a
twinkle in His eye when telling the earlier story, now His
eyes probably flashed fire as fte thought of the wro ,gs
that were being committed against defenseless folks who
could not even secure justice. Here was a judge who regarded
neither G-od's laws nor men's rignts . But tills woman kept
annoying him with her case until he finally yielded Just
to get rid of her. Well, if an unrighteous, self-suf / icient
Judge finally satisfied a heirless widow against h ?.s will,
Jesus s-i how great must be the passion of a righteous God
to heed the troubled cries of those He loves'.
In " introducing the story Luke says Jesus to d it to
oint out that man "ought always to pray and not to faint."
Moffatt has it, "the need of always praying and never 1 sing
heart." Euttrick says it should be rroperly translated,
16
"that men must pray and not grow weary in pr ying." He
shows that prayer is the outpouring of a soul which has
great compelling need.
Sometirre3 ur troubled spirits become impatient with
C-od and we are apt to give up, feeling that prayer is use-
less, but as Euttrick says, we learn from Luke's stories
that "prayer must become a tireless beseeching, before God
3 7
can richly reward it."' It is only as we conti.iua.lly
expose our so»;ls to the warmth of ^od's 1 ve for us that
we will grow strong and become more and more like HInu
16
. Buttrick, PJ, 173.
17. "Buttriek, PJ, 173.
-
"The great gift of G-od in prayer is Himself, and whatever
else He gives, is incidental and secondary
.
In the illustrations just studied we have found that Jesus*
idea of prayer v/as to get close to God. This could be done
by insistent praying, which brings men into true state of
prr.yer. Jesus seemed to have the same aim when He su-gested
fche quiet neans of approach. In this par- 1 !? ox there is no
contradiction for none of the sayings represents all that
Jesus had to say in the matter. 'one of His sayings is to be
taken in the sense of a definition of prayer. They represent
different approaches that may be made by different folks or
by the same person at different times.
In different ways Jesus says that prayer is like this
experience, that situation, or such an attitude, or that God
is just infinitely better than he who does a good deed. To
understand what Jclius says, therefore, about prayer, and all
that He did about it, we need a total view. This, we are
not attempting here as stated at the outset.
2. Jesu3 ! Prayer Life
Jesus' own life illustrates well the different ideas
suggested in His advice to His followers. Tn fact we may
feel sure that His suggestions in the matter came out of ,Tis
experience. He knew persistent prayer is rewarded. Had He
not found God's will and strength to carry it out in His own
prayer life? We read that He spent several nights entirely
in prayer. In the Gethsemane experience, so earnest was TTis
18. Fosdick, IIP, 32.
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prayer and so intense that it 3eeraed as if His sweat was
great drops of blood. (Mt. 26.36ff; ? Tk. 14.32ff; Ilc.22.39ff
J
Luke tells us that He prayed all night before choosing His
disciples . (6.12) He also says that the mountain-top experi-
ence, known "best a3 the Trans?iguration, took place during an
all-night season of prayer. (9.28) may well believe also
that much of the wilderness experience was prayer that was
long and intense. Jesus probably exhibited the "stormy sup-
plication" type of prayer upon this occasion. The decisions
He made there must have taken much vigorous 'wrestling with
(tod
.
1 From those glimpses into different periods of His pub-
lic life we may confidently conclude that Jesus was persist-
ent in prayer.
Rut He was also consistent with His teachings that prayers
should be brief. V/e have only one record in the Gospels that
Jesu.3 spoke more than a few sentences of prayer in the pres-
ence of His disciples or others. (John, chaptr 17) While
Jesus may have uttered the prayer as recorded, it is more
probable that Trruch of it is the result of the editor's inter-
pretation of Jesus 1 spirit and attitude of prayer or prayers.
At any rate all of the other recorded prayers of Jesus arc
only a few sentences at most. Jesus evidently favored brief
public prpyers.
Again Jesus typified His advice concerning private prayer .
As we have 3eer< this does not contradict insistent prayer.
However it doec ir.aicote the paradoxical nature of Jesus'
prayer life. He taught men that they should always pray,
19. Mt. 14.23 and Mk. 6.46; Mk. 1.35; Lk. 5.16, 6.12.

and that with Insistence • Yet He went off by Himself to pray
much if net most of the time. "Quiet converse and stormy sup-
plication is the reflection of the paradox that existed! in
His own prayer-experience . Sometimes the pulse of Jesus'
prayer-life exhibits a "boisterous heat, again, its action is
20
slow, undisturbed, composed and confident."
Another paradox of Jesus 1 prayer life is found In two of
His utterances on the cross. The one indicates a shade of
hopelessness and despair. Things looked so dark and Jesus 1
despair was so great at the moment that He burst forth in
the words of the Psalmist
,
"My (Tod, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me?" (?s 22.1; see Ht. 27.45, "k.15.34) However,
not so for lon^I He soon gained His composure and confidence
in God to say, "Father into thy hands I commend my spirit."
(Lk. 23.46) V.'hethor or not Jesus actually felt that He was
forsaken we do not know, but this would not be inconsistent
with His self-commitment anyway, for even during such a cry
of agony and despair He could still feel that Ood was a Father
who was waiting for His Son. Temporarily God no * seem to
bo near, but Jesus was too sure of Him to lose His faith so
quickly.
Both quotations are from the Psalms (22.1 and 31.5} but
the latter employs the word, Father, which is not found in
the original. Sot even a cross can shake Jesus 1 confidence
in His Father, even though He lost the sense of ^od's
presence for a time. The picture of the cross e xperience
,
20. Bundy, JP, 54.
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therefore, is not marred by these tv/o utterances, -^hey were
both normal experiences for a sensitive soul that was keyed
up to great intensity.
It is hoped that by this time it is evident that Jesus did
know what He was talking about when He gave such paradoxical
advice and il ustrations about prayer. lie v/as not interested
in putting across an idea or theory; He was interested in
t>od and man. Prayer is a means of bringing them close
together. Thoiefore the means or medium was not as important
to Jesus as the union. Thus we find prayer adjusting itself,
rather being adjusted, to different needs and situations in
men's livo3, in the intoro3t of the best possible union with
Jod. So it was in Jesus' life and so it v/as in His teaching.

SUI.MAEY
With even a cursory reading of the Gospels one would dis-
cover that there are many paradoxes in Jesus 1 life and teach-
ings. First, there are statements that in themselves are
paradoxos. Then, there are certain of His words which setm
to contrndict other words of His, probably spoken at another
time. Then, when we have ained a fair view of His life as
a whole, it will seem that here are paradoxical elements in
His character and personality. We shall attempt to examine
these apparently contradictory statements, situations and
characteristics, and try to show that these paradoxes are
natural attributes or results of a normal life.
Life is full of conflicts ant1 choices which make for many
inconsistencies. 0fttime3 behind varied activity there is
deep abiding consistency in living according to definite
principles or laws of life. But if these dominate a life,
the movement in the one direction will not always be appa>-
ent, while the minor phases often call attention to them-
selves because of their great differences. This seems
especially true in the greatly temperamental or emotional
lives. People like actors, musicians and artists live so
intensely at some moments that their actions and attitudes
at the less intense moments are often contrary to those at
the high moments.
Jesus belonged in this class of folks. He lived intensely,
but His actions at all times were governed by His desire to

do God's will nd to help folks. Thus He did not vary His
life-direction whether in intense or easy moments. In this
He was distinctly above the cIpss of vhich Ho is a member.
In fact it is "because -Testis was crpablo of such vicarious
expe riences of the problems of His fellow men that His inten-
sity expresses itself in seemingly contradictory ways. He
is the typo of whom wo may ev^pect greater variation because
of His -reat response to the immediate situation* However,
closer examination will reveal that behind oil His actions
lay Teat principles, loyalties, I nd ideals that kept Him
headed always in one r^reat direction— Godward.
There are many paradoxes that could be discussed, but we
deem it wise to select those that seen more nearly to express
the great principles on the basis of hich His life was lived
1. The first we find in Jesus 1 attitude toward the religions
liter ture of His people, more particularly the Old Testament
So /-treat was its Influence on Him and so thoroughly wee He
grounded In it that many have said He contributed no new
thoughts to the Jewish religion. But f:reat as His dependence
was upon the Old Testament, Jesus was not limited by it. TIe
had a discriminating mind, i!1iich could pick out the important
things and lay aside the bulk
, e££3SS&* More so, Ho bar the
"courage to reject" those teachings v/hlch were contrary to
His personal experience of God and the nature of His Kingdom.
But Jesus did not wish to be destructive or to be regarded
as such. He was not desirous of cnusin • a revolution except
r<
in men's hearts. Kather than a destroyer of the Law, He
claimed to be the *ulfiller of it. He aimed to live on the
high plain established by the prophets for the Messiah. He
oven dared to match His religious experience and insi ht with
the influence and standards of the iosaic Law, as well as the
Jewish traditions, believing that His touched higher level
of truth, This conviction gave Him a note of authority which
was apparent to His listeners. He did not believe in accept-
in^ by faith what nould be tested in experience. Therefore,
where the Rabbis believed and quoted their predecessors , Jesus
tested their teachings in His one life, 'hat He accepted,
the re fore , He knew •
It is not necessary, as many believe, to hold one of two
opposite views. Jesus was both a lover of the religion and
literature of His people, but in and through them He made
some wonderful discoveries as to the nature of the heavenly
Father, which made Jesus the authority for tne Hew.
2. The second paradox we shall consider is in the field
of men's opinions of Jesus. One is confronted everywhere with
pictures and 3ongs depicting a suffering Lord. People have
over-cmphasizoc! that element in His life until they have lost
sight of the reat, courageous, triumphant tenor of His life
and teachings. He did have ~reat sorrow, which was enhanced
by His vicarious suffering for others, but of far greater
importance, and to a far greater extent, He was a Herald of
Joy. This is not a contradiction, as it may seem, "'e neeC not
m
reject one for the other. Both are normal experiences and
expressions of is - reat personality. He is the one for the
same reason He is the other. The same capacity of feeling
expresses itself in both Directions. e insist, however,
that, while sorrow was ,just as intense, .joy and triumph
were predominant over sorrow in His life aaf teachings.
ith a vision of the fate of the prophets before Hira and with
forecasts of the possibilities for Himself, Jesus was able to
say to men, Cheer up! I have masterod life I >u cause I did,
ye may also.
?>. vhe next conside ration is a grout) of four statements
each of which is a paradox. Ml of them seem to fall into
one group. Because each suggests a mathematical quality or
nature we havo called them the Master's I Ea thematics . For
example He sug ests that one may find or save his life by
losing, giving or sacrificing it. Cmr principles of mathe-
matics will not permit this. We cannot give all and have
more than before. Yet <Jesus says it can be done in human and
religious values. How sincerely He believed it and the test
of it could be no better illustrated or verified than in 3 ris
own complete self-sacrifice.
The second is of a similar nature, but dealing with a more
tender attribute or virtue, humility. Jesus told men that if
they i 'anted to become great they should be humble. Strange
mathematics I If you want to arrive at the value of X, -Tonus
says, solve for Y. This principle is probably accepted as
VJ
valid more readily now than in Joona 1 day. Tt was startling
then I The pomp and power of ^orae and it3 envoys rave them
their idea of greatness. But for Jesus greatness could not
"be found there, nor even in daring to oppose Lome, which was
greatness in the eye3 of the Jews. The paradox occurs, of
course, in the different sense of values of Jesus and those
who had a Jewish or Roman conception of greatness. Jesus was
thinking in terms of greatness of character, personality and
Godliness.
Closely associated with this paradox is another of this
type : "Many that are first shall be last ; and the last
first." Again as in the other two Jesus is sayin^ that 'pride
goe th "before a fall, T "but if you are humble you will advance
toward first place, slowly perhaps but safely. But the
greater value of humility is in the spirit, for we shall then
be open to the grace of 0-od. But God cannot pierce a haughty
spirit; He can give peace and power to a lowly one.
The fourth mathematical consideration entails subtracting
from zero; taking something that isn't! Then, too, the
statement seems to reflect on Ood, as if Ke were partial. But
Jesus ably illustrates this paradox. He ha3 seen it work in
life. Muscles or talents increase in value with use, but
deteriorate with disuse. &ven on a higher level, virtues
grow with cultivation, but die if left idle. Veritably to
one who has a talent or a virtue and uses it, much will be
given, while from him who nerLocts his values, even those
*
which, in a sense he doesn't possess, are taken from him,
for they die.
4. Ihe next paradox is simply stated bj Jesus, "but it is
not so simply accepted or incorporated into life. TTe admon-
ishes men to love their enemies. Overcome evil ?7ith <?ood!
He says you should have a pnssicn for winning men to God snd
oven when they curse and hurt you, return love for hate and
you will melt their hearts. Paradoxical as it seems Jesus
had learned that this was true. He had found no other way
of accomplishing His purpose than by love. He had tried it
out and it worked.
5. Jesus' teachings on the Kingdom of God are many and
varied. Vie find paradox in full play in this respect. In
the first place the Kingdom was present, said Jesus, in some
lives, but it was also a future goal, for it must become
widespread and gni in effectiveness in individual's lives.
Again, the Kingdom comes to some suddenly, In a climactic
flash of inspiration and consciousness, .vhile for others it
comes in a gradual development, further, the Kingdom is an
internal Kingdom in that its loyalties and motivations come
from inner communion with God, but this T-an ifests itself in
one's attitudes and actions in dealing with his fellow men.
Finally the Kingdom is an achievement, the result of effort of
man to cooperate with God. But the Kingdom is also a gift
from God. Man needs only to accept it and make it his by
living in it, but he receives it as a gift.
.
6. Finally, we consider Jesus 1 paradoxical teaching on
prayer. -o learn that, prayer should be private and personal
to be effective, but we also learn that it must be persistent
violently so, at tines. Nothing is achieved in pi y r as in
other functions of life without loyalty and perseverance,
Jesus 1 life indicates, in Jus' the #1lapses we have of His
prayer life, that He again tau'iit what He hfld fouid to be
true in experience. It was because He had found communion
with His Father to be the greater t source of power that He
prayed much and advocator it often. St was the source, the
spring of the power for authoritative teaching, for t vic-
torious exhaltation, for saving life through sacrifice, for
loving enemies, for build ins the Kingdom. For this reason
we have put this phase of Jesus' life last, for emphasis.
The influence of Jesus' prayer on His life, we believe, can-
not bo ovoi -statod. It is the integrating force in Hi3 life.
In conclusion, w would repeat, as in the introduction,
that there are many paradoxes which we have not touched upon.
For example Jesus was a Prince of Pe-'co, but He was capable
of severe, anger at wion#» but never at the men who did the
wrongs. He was lonely in that He had no equal among men to
associate .vith, and had "nowhere to lay Ell head." tali in
spite of the fact that He lived and died for man'-cinci , i he
world f s greatest benefactor. A#al , He was unlettered but
supreme in the religious ins igat; He was only a carpenter
but He became man's Saviour. So we might go on. However,
*
in our selection of paradoxes, we believe we have chosen the
ones least understood or of greatest importance for an
understanding of Jesus' life and teachings.
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